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"The angry buzz of a multitude is one of the bloodiest noises in
the world". Halifax (Political Thoughts and Reflections: "On
the People").
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INTRODUCTION

Plots were already in the air as the reluctant dawn broke over

(

2
St. James's Palace on Tuesday the 11th December, 1688.

r

the anteroom of the King's appartment there was much of which to

(

whisper.

In

Just to be present in that beleaguered Palace was to

hazard one's family and fortune; for too many rivals had flown

C

3
to the camp of William of Orange, the invader; vital Tories too.
4

Princess Anne was with the rebel Bishop of London
6

5

at Nottingham.

7

8

The Earl of Clarendon, and the senior Peer, the Earl of Oxford
had made their way westward.
advance more intimidating.

C
(
(
(

C

Each defection had made the Dutch

On December 9 had come the news

9
of the surrender of Reading, which only days before had been
hailed as the King's Headquarters,

10
and a strongpoint.

It was

l ess than twenty-four hours since the most unprecendented departure
11
yet had been announced: dishonourably, at dead of night,

the

infant heir to the Kingdom had been smuggled away with his

(

12
mother to France.
The Court gossips had barely had time to

(

make their deductions.

l

that the disaffection of the troops and the powder-keg temperament

(
(_
(_
(

l
(_

L
(.

13
Perhaps it was true, as James implied,

of the London rabble had combined to threaten their safety.

But then

who could find solace in admitting that "the different passions that

2

the people here are possessed with are more easily imagined
than described"? 14
Yet i.n the antechamber there was hope.

The King had not

suffered a recurrence of the physical collapse whi.ch had crippled
hi.s mi.li.tary i.ni.tiati.ve at Salisbury three weeks before.15

In the

afternoon his Commissioners were expected back from Prince
Vvill i.am at \/\iindsor . • and it was rumoured that their quest for

(

(

a treaty had been met with surprisingly easy terms •16 Perhaps
an unspoken security in numbers also bolstered up the wai.ti.ng
courtiers, for at hi.s Majesty's summons Lord Chancellor Jeffreys
and the Lords of the Council had joined the normal Levee.17
November 27th, 18

Si.nee

Council Meetings had resulted i.n 'N ri.ts for a

new Parli.ament, and the Commission to negotiate wi.th the Prince
of Orange.

It was heartening to expect this morning's meeting

to continue i.n thi.s vein.

lndcP.d, perhaps as a deliberate demonstra-

tion that business was to continue as usual, James had decided
yesterday to appoint John Ro! >Jnson M.A. to the archdeaconry
of York, left voi.d when the pn ,vious occupant became Bishop of

(
(

Bristol .20
!'\Jo one knew that the Kin_g hc1d fled London tu J01,� ,� ,·s

fo-11,1.J
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cost hi.m "hi.s l i.fe(a thing or I I Ltle value to anybody bes td<...::S l�1��i;.d.,f.

(_

who died afterward in prison f'or want of having the same warning

3

given him to escape, which had been given to the Earl of Melford
and Father Peters".

22

Even the Earl of Ailesbury, who had heard

the plan from the King's own lips an hour before he left,23

had ·still

a flicker of hope, enough to bring him from his sleepless bed

(
(
(
(

le

to wait at the anteroom door with the unsuspecting Levee.
Forewarned is forearmed, but even for Ailesbury i.t was a
crushing blow to be confronted with the reality of an abandoned
throne.

The initial feelings of personal betrayal, love scorned,

loyalty questioned, sacrifice wasted, caused, perhaps, a shocked
silence.

But soon the courtiers must have dispersed, to save

themselves or simply to spread the news, for the second editions
of the Newsletters that morning carried the novel revelations :24 By
mid-morning the ordinary citizens of London had begun a house-to-house
·
25
search for Papists and arms , which quickly grew to an orgy of
looting and burning.

C
(

(

Macaulay identifies December 11 th 1 688 as

a brief occurence of that 'State of Nature' about which philosophers
had long hypothesised �

6

Many historians have dealt with the events which led the King
of England thus to leave his subjects :27

No less is in print on
During the

(_

his antagonist and nephew, Prince \/Villiam of Orange.

(

first month of the invasion, after \/Villiam had landed at Torbay

(

on November

(

(_
(_
(_,

6th,

28

the only significant political camps were the

two aligned respectively behind these leaders.

At this stage it

does little damage to leave the faceless supporters in insignificance;
victory was all that mattered.

However on December 11 th the

4

opinions of these faceless followers came to the fore: in London,

(

because they had no leader to turn to; and in the Dutch camp
VVas \/villiam to

(

because success brought divisive new issues.

(

be King or Consort? \/vhat was .James' new status?

C

an accession be achieved without damaging Parliamentary perogative?

C
(

C

29

How might

In Lo ndon the Duke of Hamilton, the Earl of A ilesbury and the Earl
of Rochester went straight from that forlorn antechamber 30 to
help set up a government which sat in unbroken deliberation for
almost a week, and yet the former facelessness of the Peers who
formed this Council has p ermitted an historian like Pinkham to
brush aside their activities during this momentous transitional

1c

. d, , w1'thout exammat1on.
.
.
per10

31

By minimising the importance

of London, and summarising their motives as an intention to
call a proto-parliament on the basis of the few writs issued,
.J.R • .Jones's 'The Revolution of 1688 in England' is able to confine
32
.
the Counc1l to less than a pc1�,1C�.

(

A glance at Macaulay's fut)tnotes 33 reveals one reason for

(

historians' reticence.

(

Spiritual and Temporal at Gu il dhal l, and thenceforth in the Cour ,cil

(

Chamber at Whitehall, arc� f;econd-hand; either the alien diplomatic

(
(
(

His '.-,uurces for the Council of the Lords

letters of ambassadors Bari 11 on, Van Citters, and Ronquillo, or
diaries and memoirs of Englishmen who were not even in London
.

.

at the time; .James h1mself,

:14

Clarendon and Burnet. 35 Macaulay

made brilliant use of what suurces he had,

but inevitably made

mistakes: for instance the clo im that the Peers sent a deputation

5

to Prince \/\/illiam "to inform him that he was impatiently expected
in London" implies that they invited him, whereas the wording of
their Declaration

37

38

w1. th d'1spleasure.

says nothing of the sort, as \/\/illiam noted
Foxcroft�

9

using the few pertinent writings

40
1
of Hali.fax,
their Chairman� and of Ailesbury, who was absent
42
from December 1 3th onwards, and Mulgrave, was able to plug
most of the remaining factual gaps.

C
C

Although some recent historians, notably R.

Beddard, have

energetically extended this research, one is rightly unwilling to
draw further conclusions from such a jigsaw-puzzle picture assemClerical errors lie

bled from fragmented and partisan sources.

waiting to shake the researcher's nerve: the ante dating by ten days
of the Peers' letter to the Admiral of the Fleet, Lord Dartmouth,

C
C
C

enclosing a copy of their advice to \/\/ill i.am of Orange for calling a
43
Convention Parliament, gives the impression that the Peers tried to
overthrow James on December 15th, just before he returned to

:(

London.

(

could be mis-read to say that rioting was in full swing before the

(

44
King fled London on the 11 th, could plant doubts at the very beginning

(
(

Vaguely dated diaries, for instance John Evelyn' s, which

of an investigation.
out Macaulay.

Following the inform ation in 'State Affairs' Vol I p. 48 1 ,
/ (I

(_

C...,

1( I

�

1
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L
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Macaulay applauds /he Duke of Grafton for dealing with some Irish
45
trouble-makers on the 14th, when in fact the Peers had mopped them
46

up two days before.

L

Just such a flaw in Luttrell' s dating caught

But worst of all is the strong partisan element

among the primary sources.

These range from Bi.shop Turner of

6

(

(
(
(

C
C

C

(
(
(

...

C

(
(_
(

Coat of Arms of the Secretary of the Council.

7
(

(

47
Ely's retrospective 'Apology', and the Earl of Ailesbury's "Memoirs"
48
(written after his imprisonment,) in the Jacobite corner, to Burnet's
'History' and other near-contemporary whitewashing campaigns by
the Whigs. The historian finds himself confronted with information
cunningly contrived to mislead him, and he knows that to accept
any one source is to provide the others as copious ammunition for
contradiction.

However much one tried to use eye-witness accounts,

as I shall here, the Council of Peers i.n mid-December 1688 rema i.ned a
topic fraught with hazards.
Such would, have been my di.lemma. However I discovered on
the shelves of a Private Library the Minute Book of the Council,

C

49
as referred to by Clarendon in hi.s diary, i.n the hand of the Peers'

C

Secretary, Francis Gwyn. It contains full records of some eighty
orders issued under, in all, fifty-two different s i.gnatures between the

(

morning of the 11 th and the afternoon of the 1 Sth of December 1688.
The book was originally the property of the Gwyn family at Forde

(

Abbey, on the River Axe i.n Somerset. Somehow i.t passed to a descendant

(

of W.E. Gladstone's elder brother, J.N.

(

Forde in 1846, but their library was disposed of separately, so there

(.

is no mention of it in the main auction catalogue 'Ford Abbey Estate,

(
(
(.
(_

Gladstone.

Preliminary Observations' (B.L. Cat: 10351 1.5).

The Gwyns sold

However, i.n the

British Library's Index of Book Sales there i.s an entry for 1846:

Gwyn,

John Fraunceis of Forde Abbey. Library. Engl i.sh & Son, 26 Oct.
'M' (meaning MSS Dept.).

This catalogue has been lost.

We are

Left to surmise that there were Gladstones coming uown frurn J. �'1. G.' s

(
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country seat near Chippenham, and taking pickings during the
50
auction. It took two days to auction off that library. There were
many other "books, manuscripts and pamphlets", including

II

Minutes

of business in the Secretary of State's office during Fr ancis Gwyn's
under-secretaryship, from February 5th 1681 to January 3rd 1683,
(

(
C
(

C
C

and from Christmas 1688 to Michas. 168911 which sold for £4.14s.
But where did they go to?
My Minute Book,
major find.

hereafter known as Dunlop MS, is not a

It confirms that historians already have the bones of

the matter correct. Moreover I later discovered a very similar, corrected
and more elaborately finished document in the British Museum
51
(Stowe MS 370) which at least one historian has used. However,
as indiscriminate and almost impartial accounts,

Dunlop MS and

Stowe MS 370 allow a certain degree of confidence in approaching
an analysis of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal at Guildhall, and
encourage a reappraisal of the predicament and importance of
(
(_

that Council.

Both Manuscripts concentrate on the affairs of the

Peers before James II's return to London on December 16th. Their

(

intermittent proceedings over Christmas are also recorded, after

(

Prince William, by then installed at St. James's, had requested

(

52
their advice on December 20th, and the King had finally fled to
53
France on the night of the 22nd/23rd. However these later entries

(
(_

(_

(.

are more relevant to a full study of the comµlex political manoeuvrings
which led up to the Revolution Settlement in February 1689, a
topic which has been dealt with as a D. Phil. Dissertation by

10

r
r

54
D .A. Simpson.

This present dissertation wi.ll confine itself to

the period of constitutional vacuum, when the Country had neither
a King or a Conqueror.
As with any arbitrary segmentation of hi.story, my decision
to concentrate on December 11th to 15th 1688,

so i.mplyi.ng that

James's return on the evening of the 16th was a watershed,

is

(

easily criticised.

(

little? After all, it was not forty-eight hours before the King was

C

Would it not be better to stretch the scope a

out of the capital for good.
by the next Sunday.

VVhat is more,

he was out of the country

Was not that the real watershed?

Against this

I would say that by December 16th the dangerous days were over.
In terms of a recognised pol i.ti.cal power exerci.si.ng control in England,
the transition from James to Vvilliam was scarcely a hiccough.

Of

course had James been decisive on the 17th, when Sir Henry Shere,
55
commander of the 26-gun artillery train fully mobilised i.n the Tower, as
56
well as the Lord Dartmouth's loyal Regiment of Foot, went to ask
57
for orders, or when the Earl of Craven begged for the word to
58
attack the Dutch Vanguard with his Second Foot Guards, the
dangerous days might not have ended there.

But in the event they

59
did. As John Evelyn watched with a tear i.n hi.s eye while the fallen
monarch was rowed under Dutch escort out of London, Prince
VVilliam was marching in through the western suburbs unimpeded.
Even at that late hour James might have stood his ground had
he trusted the loyalty of Lord Dartmouth, his 3.dmiral at Spi.thead.
The waters are muddied here by the suspicious fact that Lady

11

(

C
(

Dartmouth tore the crucial pages from the admiral's correspondence
60
after his death, because "they were better out". But on the 18th
Dartmouth wrote to Colonel Norton expressing his strong loy alty
to .James; on the 1 9th he ignored V\., illiam of Orange's order to
61
sai.l to the Bouy of Nore, blaming the wind, unti.l .James's order from
Rochester on the 21st,
"but in vain".

C
C
C
C
(

C
(

C
C
C

62
when he claims to have "sayled immediately"

The fleet finally obeyed William of Orange 's

63
order to sai.1 only on December 30th. Some troops were still
loyal too.

Major Thomas Soper at Barnet wrote to Dartmouth on

64
the 20th asking for orders, and Lord Craven succeeded in marching
65
half his twelve companies to join the King at Rochester the same day.
.James had no will to fight because he was hoisted on his own
petard.

He believed that he could not ea\ l a Par\ iament because the
66
Great Seal was "Missing". Writing on Chri.stmas Day, Franci.s

Gwyn put it in a nutshell.

"The poor Ki.ng ... hath acted so quite

contrary to his interest, that one would think hi.s desi.gn .was to
spend the rest of his days in a cloister.

He went away from London

(

on the very day the commissioners were to return with the proposals

(

for a treaty, and this second time hi.s going from Rochester was on

(

the Day the Lords were to meet, and a great part of them would have

(

been for an application to him in relation to a Parliament.
over.

(

l
(

(_

l

But it is all

Neither he nor his (if the chi.ld be so) are like ever to set foot
67
here again". Although the restoration of order was now apparent to

al 1, in reality it had existed since December 16th.

12

68
Secondly, I would argue, in contradiction to R. Beddard, that the
role of the Council during these first few days was not primarily
as a forum where James'

future status was determined.

It may

have been intended as such by the Loyalists when it was convened,
but a knowledge of the Council's five days shows that it turned out to
be something else.

Moreover, later admissions by both sides

show that the King's return meant that the battle had still to be
fought.

We learn from Vvindsor on December 15th that "all here

are sorry the King is taken, and look upon it as the worst thing that
69
has befallen their enterprise".

Likewise, Rochester told Dartmouth

"that if the King had not again withdrawn himself, the Peers would
70
have sent to him before they made any address to the Prince". Far

(

from being a microcosm of the 1688 Revolution, this short week of

(

direction by the Peers is untypical.

(

men throughout the rest of the usurpation were based exclusively

Decisions made by those same

on their individual creeds, ambitions and ethics.

(
(
(
(

But in those

first Councils, any political actions were compromises born of the
increasing need to impress their power and solidarity on the mob,
in the face of wide-spread and wel1-armed anarchy; compromises

(

which Archbishop Sancroft and the Earl of Burlington, on the loyalist

(

side, and Bishop Lloyd of St. J;>-saph on the other, were not interested

(_

in making, and I stopped attending. At the end of the day, neither

(.

camp was prepared to endorse the activities of the Council.

�) #

71

13
(

(

Consequently, this dissertation need not extend far into the third
week of December 1688.

It is not concerned with broader issues

which James brought back with him to London, or the divisive new
ones which the Dutch brought in with them from Windsor.

The

immediate events of those days of unpreced ented governmental
vacuum, delicately trapped in a month of high political pressure,
I
shall be our starting point. Vve shall see their response to those
events , their effect on them, and we shall expand this discussion
of their motives.

(

C
(

C
(
C
(
(
(_
(

(_

l
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(

Footnotes to Introduction
1.

For instance Bishop Turner and t he Earl of Rochester had

been at Lambeth Palace plotting to call a Council of Peers i.f the ·
Ki.ng should fly.

(Bod. Rawl. MS 836 fol.

113-4)

Rochester was

in the antechamber, and by the ti.me the news broke that James was

C

gone, the Duke of Hamilton had been told (A i.lesbury:

(

Vol. I pp. 197). Also (Luttrell: 'State Affairs' Vol. I pp. 485) for

(
(

(

night of December 1 Oth-11th.

1

Memoirs'

"Several coaches and si.x horses were

seen passing on the Dover road; Goods have been packing up mightily for
some ti.me past".

C
C

2.

Virtually the shortest day of the year.

3.

Pe pys wrote on December 10th to Dartmouth (HMC XI pt. 5

(

pp. 225) incredulous at the number of desertions, "men of the long

C

gown, I mean, whose names until I am more certain of them I shall

C

not adventure to mention".

C
(
(
(

4.

"Whose late disgrace at Court had helped hi.m to a reverential

sort of popularity, which he, of all the bi.shops, wo uld least have
found otherwise".

(Mulgrave: 'Works ' \/ol. 11 pp. 63).

(

5.

(Luttrell:

(

6.

Clarendon left London on December 1 st.

(

pp. 211-2) to meet the Wiltshire gentry and have hi.s son made one

(_

of their M. P. 's (ibid. pp. 216) in the coming Parl i.ament.

(
{.

(._

'State Affairs' Vol. I pp. 482).
(Clar. Corr. Vol . II

King, in calling on the Nation to elect representatives,

"The

had by

implicatior1 authourised all men to repair to the places where they
had votes 6r interests".

(Macaulay: 'History' Vol.

I I I pp. 1180) .
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7.

(Macaulay: 'History' Vol. III pp. 1168)

8.

Clarendon saw him at Windsor on December

Vol. II pp. 216)

5th (Clar. Corr.

Although Lord Oxford had been restored to the

Lord Lieutenancy of Essex, (Luttrell: 'State Affairs 'Vol. I pp. 470),
the Duke of Berwick, -.James's bastard, still had his beloved Regiment

C
(

(

of Horse. (Ellis Corr. Vol. II pp. 367, and Luttrell: 'State Affairs'
Vol. I pp. 489).
1 o.

11.

(Luttrell: Vol •

I pp. 483).

Sir Richard Beach denounces sending the Prince of \/Vales by

night, with a neat pun on "V'vorks of Darkness". (HMC XI pt. 5 pp. 225).
12.

A newsletter of December 11th a.m. proudly tells all (HMC Xii

pt. 7 pp. 227).
13.

(

See two letters from -.James to Dartmouth,

dated December 10th

(HMC XI pt. 5 pp. 225-226). For instance, by December 8th, Dover Castle
was in the hands of the townspeople (HMC VII pp. 421).
14.

Middleton to King's Commissioners, 8 p.m. December 10th

(HMC Finch II pp. 193).

(

15.

(

(Dunlop -.Journal fol, 2-3).

(

Vol I pp.

·(
(
(
(_
(_
(...

16.

Violent nosebleeds had kept the King from seeing anyone.
1Aurse

than Luttrell makes out (State Affairs

478) .

Mulgrave at least had been told of their optimistic letter

which arrived at 9 p.m. Dec. 10th (Mulgrave:
17.

'V'vorks' Vol. II pp. 67).

(Macaulay: 'History' Vol. III pp. 1200, and Burnet: 'History'

Vol. III pp. 343).
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(
(
(

(

18.

(Clar. Corr. Vol. II Nov. 27th 1688).

N.B. also Macaulay's

Van Ci.tters quote i.n footnote to 'Hi.story' Vol. III pp. 1170).
19.

Parli.amentary elections had been announced by Lord

(

Chancellor -..Jeffreys on November 28th (Luttrell: 'State Affai.rs'

(

Vol. I pp. 480, and Clar. Corr. Vol. II pp. 211).

The Commi.ssi.oners

had been announced i.n the Gazette on November 30th.

(

C
(

C
(

(
(

C
(
(

20.

Some sai.d thi.s was a sly tri.ck to foi.l suspi.ci.on of his

plans.

The actual

order i.s in 'PRO State Papers 1687-9: 2082' as S. P.

44/57 pp. 219).
21 •

(Mulgrave:

22.

(lbi.d. pp.

23.

(Ai.lesbury: 'Memoirs' Vol. I pp. 195-6).

24.

(HMC XII pt. 7 pp. 228).

25.

(Elli.s Corr. Vol. II pp. 345).

26.

(Macaulay: 'Hi.story' Vol. III pp.

1

\/\

orks' Vol. II pp. 67).

68).

1204) and Sir Arthur Bryant

agrees (Bryant: 'Savi.our of the Navy' pp. 340).
27.

See fi.rst footnotes to Beddard: BHR Vo\. XL pp. 101;

and Sachse: -JBS Vol. IV pp. 23).

(

28.

(Burnet: 'State Affairs' Vo\. Ill pp. 327).

(

29.

Earl of Nottingham to Viscount Hatton, Dec. 16: "I hear

(

that the discourse at VVi.ndsor i.s that the l<i.ng's going away is a

(

cession of hi.s right to the Crown".

(
(

(BM Add. MSS 29,594 fol. 139).

See also Clar. Corr. Vol II pp. 224).
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30.

(Ailesbury:

'Memoirs' Vol. I pp. 197).

The Earl of

Rochester was attending as a Privy Counsellor, took the news to
Bishop Turner, and they went together to Guildhall. (HMC I pp. 52 ).

(

31.

(Pinkham: 'The Respectable Revolution' pp. 195-196).

32.

pp. 308-309.

33.

For example, Macaulay: 'Hi.story' Vol. III pp. 1212.

34.

For a discussion of these, see Macaulay' s footnote on

pp. 1207 of his 'Hi.story' Vol.
35.

III.

Long recognised as unreliable.

The editors of his 'History'

quote (Vol. III pp. 349) Ralph' s 'History of England' Vol.

I pp. 1061 ,

as an example of early criticism.
36.

(Macaulay Vol. III pp. 1202).

37.

Published by order in the London Gazette December 13th 1688.

38.

(Clar. Corr.: Vol. II pp. 224 December 13th).

"He seemed

much pleased with the one that came from the City, but not at
all with that which came from the Lords".
39.

Chapter XI of Foxcroft's Life of Halifax Vol. II.

(_

40.

Particularly BM Lansdowne MSS 255 fol. 40-43.

(

41.

(Ibid. fol. 42, and also in BM Stowe MS 370 fol. 8).

42.

(Ailesbury: 'Memoirs' Vol. I pp. 202-3).

43

HMC XI pt. 5 pp. 234).

44.

Evelyn's Diary (Vol. III pp. 61 Dec. 9th) shows no indication

(
(
(_
(_
(_
(

of a change of day, and government, before running straight into
"The Rabble" demolished all Popish Chapels".
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(

(
(

45.

(Macaulay: 'Hi.story' Vol. III pp. 1215-1216).

46.

(Dunlop MS p.m. Dec. 12th; pp. 10).

47.

Bod. Rawl. MS B836 fol. 77: "An Apology for the suffering

Bi.shops unjustly reflected

upon in some late pamphlets wi.th an

account of their carriage in several transactions just before and
after the Revolution".

(

48.

Mentioned i.n his 'Memoirs' Vol. I pp. 199.

(

49.

(Clar. Corr. Vol. II pp. 226, 233, 234, etc.).

C

50.

This, and the subsequent quote, from the 'Gentleman's Magazine'

(
(

l
(

December 1846 pp. 626.
51.

(G.H. Jones: "Middleton" pp. 230-234). Beddard: HJXI pp. 415

mentions i.n passing i.ts opening folio in a footnote.
52.

(Dunlop MS pp. 30, Stowe MS fol. 56).

The actual order

from St. James's to summon the Peers is in HMC Finch II pp. 193.
53.

As stated in two letters to Dartmouth (HMC XV pt.I pp. 139),

one from Francis Gwyn on the 23rd, and the other from Captain
R. Crawfo rd on the 24th.
(

(
(_
(

(

l
(

l
·L
l.

54.

Oxford, 1939;

55.

22 mentioned by Luttrell i.n 'State Affairs' Vol. I pp. 486,

"The Convention Parl i.ament 1688-9".

added to the 4 mentioned earlier (ibid pp. 480).
56.

(HMC XI pt. 5 pp.. 233).

57.

(lbi.d. pp. 236).

James replied "that he could not tell

how to direct me".
58.

(Ailesbury: 'Memoirs' Vol. I pp. 217-9).

Foxcroft in

'Halifax' Vol. II pp. 40-41 also quotes Burnet :'Reflections on a

19

r
Paper', and Delamere: 'VVorks' pp. 58-9.
59.

See the letter to his son dated 18th December in 'Diary'

Vol. III pp. 427-431.
60.

See his son's footnote in HMC XV pt. I pp. 284.

61.

(Ibid. pp. 70).

C

62.

(HMC XI pt. 5 pp. 238).

C

63.

See end of the ".Journal of Captain Grenville Col lus",

(

(HMC XV pt.

(

64

(Ibid. pp. 137).

65.

(HMC XII pt. 7 pp. 230). Also a newsletter in PRO Adm

(

(

C
C

C
(

I pp. 59).

77/3 no. 61.
66.

.James had thrown it in the Thames and it was found some

months later "by a fisherman near Fox-Hall".

(

Vol. III pp. 344).

C

67.

(HMC XV pt. I pp. 141).

(

68.

(H.J XI pp.

69.

(HMC XII pt. 5 pp. 123).

70.

(HMC XV pt. I pp. 141).

71 •

(Dunlop MS).

C
C
C
(_
'(

(Burnet: 'History'

403-420).

Mulgrave notes "The Archbishop of Canter-

bury refusing to come any more among those Lords ... 11, in 'Vvorks'

(

Vol. II pp. 72.

(

of St. Asaph at Windsor, "I really thought by his discourse he

On December 16th Clarendon notes of the Bishop

was not the same man I left him at Henly", (Clar. Corr. Vol. II pp. 228)

l
c.
(

(

so firmly did he now support William.
(Fieling:

"Tory Party" pp. 259).

Burlington was a loyalist,

20

Appendix to Introduction
MANUSCRIPT EVALUATION
I examined six manuscript records of the proceedings of the
Lords Spiritual and Temporal at Gui.ldhal l on December
thereafter at Whitehall until the
order approached,

C
C

15 th,

1 688.

1 1th

and

They are, in the

Dunlop MS, Bodleian Rawlinson MS A77,

Cambridge University Library Eee

12

15

, British Museum Lansdowne MS

255 , British Museum Stowe MS 370, and British Museum Egerton
MS 3361.

This appeared to be an impressive foundation of key

primary sources, and gave rise to hopes of an intimate knowledge
not only of the Council's orders, but of their discuss ions.

In

so that conclusions about their opinions

(

this I was disappointed,

(

must sometimes be reached by deduction.
The main setback was that Oxford's Rawlinson A 77 proved to be

C
C
C
(

C

a neat and unashamed transcript of Cambridge's Eee 12

15

British Museum's Egerton 3361 is also a copy of Eee 12

•

The

15

I did

not have access to this second copy long enough to confirm my
suspicions that it was the source from which Rawlinson A77 was
transcribed, which would have relegated the Oxford manuscript to
is itself very short, in

third-hand status.

(

comparison to the Dunlop MS, and moreover most of it is devoted

(

to the days after December 21st, which we shall not deal with

(_
(

(

L
l

directly.

Cambridge's Eee 12

15

(

It has no mention of there ever having been Council

Meetings on December 14th or 1 5 th after -.James's failure to flee
the Kingdom on the 11th had become known.

Furthermore,

by

21

its delapidated state (the victim of mice, worm, and fire) it
has led to deceptive mis-copyings.

Eee 12 15 declares of the Council

on December 11 th: "They then put forth a Declaration showing their
readiness to converse (this word almost illegible) with his Highness
the Prince of Orange".

The corresponding passage in the Bodle ian

manuscript comes out in neat copperplate as "They then put forth
a Declaration showing their readiness to concurr with the Prince
of Orange".

That the Council did not "concurr" is born out by the

Declaration itself, recorded immediately afterwards, in which
the Prince is not even invited to London.
is no information in Eee 12

15

On the face of it there

which cannot be found in the Dunlop MS

or Stowe 370.
Nevertheless, the Cambridge manuscript is an exciting
document.

The fact that it is in the hand of the Council's secretary.

(

Francis Gwyn, that it is hastily written, that it stops on December

1(

13th, and that it has been touched by fire, may not be coincidence.
In the British Museum's Lansdowne MS 255, the re are three

(_
(

l

folio s

1

of notes on the proceedings of the Council from December

11 th to 15th, written by the Marquis of Halifax, its Chairman from
the 12th onwards.

Among the notes for the 1 5 th there is a single

(

phrase of unavoidable significance to Eee 12

(.

and Stowe 370.

(

Jeffreys, in the Tower on December

(

James was in France.

.(

l
l
l

15

, and to both Dunlop MS

The Peers had locked James's right-hand-man,
1 2th,

Lord

\'/hen they still thought

On the 15 th, the day before the King was to

return to London, and consequently the last time the Peers would

22

C
(
assemble, Halifax no tes: "The Vvarrt for Lord Jeffreys his Commitm
to

the Tower:

Ordered to be en tered before;

t he

t

words following viz.

Whereas the Ld Jeffreys was seized and brough t to the house of
the

Ld Mayor and was in grea t danger by an insul t of t he people:

to-secure

him therefore from the said violence and a t his desire to

Ld Lucas to remove him to t he Tower, the following order was
made:
After the

Warr

t

t hese

words following were en tered, viz: The

Lords appointed to examine the Ld Jeffreys, were desired by the
Ld Jeffreys to re turn to the Lords his humble thanks for their care
in preserving him from violence".

It was a move which the Earl of

cl

Nottingham had urged the day before and in bo th Dunlop MS and
Stowe 370 t hese addi tions appear as Halifax intended, on the af t er-

C

noon of December 12 th, properly spaced with the warran t ac tually

(

issued t hen.

(
(
(

(_

One can only conclude that both Minu te Books cont ain

mildly doc t ored reports.
I t is understandable tha t the Council should cover i tself from
Doubtless Jeffreys really had been put in

potential cri ticism.

the Tower as much for his
3

GV'Jn

safety as for mo tives of revenge, or

(

to appease the rabble.

(

put down the de tails of mobve because it was though t

(

would no t be back.

(_

l
l

Bu t when i t was done, no one had bot hered to
the

King

Consequently the minu t e books had t o be re-written

before the evening of the 16 th, and the old no tes des troyed.

It meant

a sleepless nigh t for Francis Gwyn, no doubt, bu t to preven t the
Peers' behaviour from being miscons trued as treachery i t had

to

23

C

be done.

However Eee 12

15

apparently escaped the flames.

record of Jeffreys' arrest bears no apologies:

Its

"The Lord Jeffreys

being this day taken, it was ordered by the Lords assembled with
some of the Lords of the Privy Councill in the Councill Chamber at
Whitehall that he should be forthwith sent to the Tower".
sign that Eee 12

15

Another

is unabridged is its admission on December 12th,

that, in the best traditions of Tory non-resistance, the Peers would
step down if and when Prince Vv illiam arrived in London.

(

In the

Minute Books however, the stress has been surreptitiously
re-focused on their having offered co-operation, not capitulation.
Perhaps the fact that Eee 12

15

stops on December 13th

shows that it became separated from the Secretary s ma in body of
notes and so was not burned when they were.

The scorch-marks

and burned bottom right-hand corner may indicate that Gwyn,
having found it, was about to destroy it too, but decided not to in

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(_
(

view of the way it inadverte,ptly plays down the Council by not
mentioning its last few days.

After James's return to London had

proved to be a forlorn hope, Gwyn probably had fevv surviving notes
on which to continue his records, or p3rhaps his perseverance in
using Eee 12

15

just shows the respect for surviving original documents

which lay behind his intriguing library at Forde Abbey.
The rest of Halifax's comments in Lansdowne 255 do not have
such ram'-/ifications.

His record of the first day is second-hand,

for he was not back from the King's Commissiun to Windsor until

l

24
(
(

the afternoon of the 11th, and first attended the Council on the
4
morning of the 12th.

(
(

The notes seem to show a preoccupation

with the activities of Lord Feversham, which may indicate Halifax's
particular annoyance with him for disbanding the

Army without

disarming the troops, or that he feared that as Commander-in-Chief
Feversham must still have the ability to cause bloodshed, even

(

5
though he promised that he "will not meddle any more".

Apart from

this the only additional information in Halifax's notes, not clearly

(

cc c'·

r

stated in Dunlop MS or Stowe 370, explains the t��o orders for Lord
Feversham to attend the King at Faversham with a guard, one on
the afternoon of the 13th and one on the morning of the 14th.
writes:

Halifax

"The last words of the Order viz: to receave his Commands

and protect his person from Insolence were put in at the E. of
Feversham's desire after the first Order was signed a nd the Order
was written and signed againe the next day".

It is no surprise to

find that, according to the doctored Minute Books, Feversham's first
warrant contained these words too.

(
(

Gwyn could not deny the existence

of the first order, but at least he could draw its sting?
C. U. L. 's Eee 12

15

Like the

, Lansdowne 255 provides a vital uncensored

(

glimpse of events in the Council during the dangerous days, and is

(

particularly indispensible for December 14th and 15th, which the
former does not mention.

(

Having now established that the two Minute Books were written
shortly after the Council stopped sitting on December 15th, we can
now discuss their individual merits and demerits.

{_

Unlike the Dunlop MS,

25

Stowe MS 370 i.s not i.n Gwyn's hand; also its spelling is radically
different: for instance on folio 3 the preamble of the order of December
11 th to Lord Feversham

II

to prevent acts of hosti.lity 11 reads

think

11 • • •

most fi.t for preventing Hostilities, which Order was immediately

(

si.gn'd and deliver'd to Mr. Blathwai.te who undertook to give it into

(

my Ld Feversham's own Hand with all Speed".

The same passage

i.n the Dunlop MS (page 2) reads " ••• think� most fi� for the preventing
Hosti.l i.tt, w. eh Order was imediately sign�d �delivered to Mr.

C

Blathwayt who undertake to give it into my Lord Feversham's own.::_
hand with all speed".

The suspicion that Stowe 370 is the work of

a professional outside copyist is supported by the mis--spelling of the
names of many of the Peers; Aylesbury,
(fol.

(

(
C
(

Osulstone

2), Pembrolke
- (fol. 3), Knatchpole
-- (Knatchbull) (fol. 7), Chandois,

Ha�ifax (fol. 9), Ld Jno E rn 1 ey (fol. 13), and so on, probably due to
inadequate dictation.

(

Culpep.e_er, Jerm�n,

Another pointer is the elaborateness of the

headings for each Council meeting.

Similarly an occasional copying

error indicates itself as the work of a bored clerk rather than of a man
with intimate knowledge of the proceedings.

Thus on the morning of

(

Saturday the 15th, Stowe MS 370 fol• 34 has "Sir Henry Johnson

(

acquai.nti.ng ye Lords that having taken the Lord Chancellor on board

(

the Ship Hope al. s Hopewell she might be permitted to proceed on her

(.
(_
(
(_

voyage", and the three subsequent orders of the Pee1�s, duplicated word
for word as they appear on fol. 27, mid-morning the day before.

Such

mi.stakes do not occur in the Dunlop MS, nor are there subtle changes

26

C
of hand-writing at indiscriminate places throughout the text, as
there are in the Stowe MS, for instance the change to lighter more
regular script between fol. 11 and fol. 12.

For these reasons I

am not too concerned by the Stowe MS's occasional omission of a

C

signature listed in the Dunlop MS for a particular order.

(

compi.l ing my chart of who signed when,

(

(
(

C
C

I have not resorted to

Stowe 370 at all.
Stowe 370 may be a polished presentation copy, but it is not simply a
transcript of the Dunlop MS.

Although listing slightly fewer orders

issued by the Council, it sandwiches between them considerable new
detail of why they were issued in the first place.

Stowe 370 drew on

another source, be it notes or eyewitness testimony,

(

In

lost.

which is now

This makes it invaluable both for completing the Diary of Events

which follows, and for reappraising the Council's importance.

(

C
(

Nevertheless Dunlop MS did have a hand in its parentage.

Written

beside the Dunlop MS orders there is a series of apparently random
numbers; for instance on page 19 the orders are numbered 3; 2; 4; 5;
1; 7.

This is explained when one sees how the Stowe MS orders

have been swapped around so that they appear in their correct
sequence according to their Dunlop MS numbers.

Thus in the

Dunlop MS the first order for the afternoon of Saturday 15th is
accompanied by the number 8,

In the Stowe MS this same order

appears unnumbered as the eighth issued that afternoon. Another

c_,
l
L
l.

indication that the Stowe MS is based on the Dunlop MS is the way
that the Stowe MS follows werever possible the sequence of signatures
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recorded in the Dunlop MS.

At times the Dunlop MS sequence of

signatures is thoroughly irrational.

(

01 page 13, for instance, of

three consecutive orders two have particularly curious signature
formats: the first, an order to the Lord Mayor not to grant passes
to any of the Scottish Regiments, is signed:
Dorset
Ailesbury
Halifax
Anglesey

(
(

Kent
Rochester
Carlisle
Newport
North and Grey
T. Jermyn
Crewe

(

C
(

The third, the pass for Lord A ilesbury to go to the King at Faversham,
is signed:

(

C

Tho:Ebor
Halifax
North And Grey
T:Jermyn

Dorset
Anglesey
Montague
Tho:Roffen

Sussex
Berkeley
P. Vvinchester

That, in spite of such haphazard sequences, al 1 three orders are
duplicated exactly, in the relevant place (Fol. 16) in Stowe 370,
is beyond the bounds of coincidence.

We are led to conclude that the

Dunlop MS was some sort of preparatory draft for the new official
Minute Book, Stowe 370,

(_
(

return of the King.

which was made necessary by the unexpected

It is worth just mentioning that al though these

books are delightfully comprehensive, I have found allusions to two

C

orders issued by the Peers which are not mentioned in the Dunlop MS;

(_

the warranl by which Lord Lucas expelled Sir Edwar'd Sherbourne, the

(_

catholic Ordinance Officer, from the Tower of London on December 13;
and one referred to by Luttrell in 'State Affairs 1

(_

l
(

8

involving the expulsion

r

28

(
r
(
(
(

of Irish troops from Tilbury Fort, which the Peers showed an
9

interest in on December 11 th, and mopped up on the 12th
recorded as having initiated.

10

but are not

Needless to say, the evidence for

both is only slight, and does little to invalidate the Books' usefulness.

(

'C
C

(
(

C
(
(
(
(
(
(
(_
(
(
(_
(_
(_
(.
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Footnotes to the Manuscript Evaluation

C
(
(

1.

(Fol. 40-43).

2.

(Stowe MS 370 fol. 30).

3.

(Ellis Corr. Vol. II pp. 354).

4.

(Stowe MS 370 fol. 8-9).

5.

Halifax's note in Lansdowne MSS 255 fol. 41-42.

6.

It is unclear whether the wording had suggested that the
King should be compelled to return. A ilesbury tells a
similarly ambiguous tale about his pass,

(

pp. 202.

C

(
(
(

(
(
(
(_
(_
(_

l
L

7.

(HMC XV pt. 1 pp. 136).

8.

(Vol. 1 pp. 487).

9.

(Dunlop MS pp. 3) .

10.

(Stowe MS fol. 13).

in 'Memoirs' Vol. I
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(
December 11th to December 15th, 1688
The news of .James's desertion broke at the customary time
of the Court Levee - 9.00 a.m.

The Earl of Rochester, present i.n

hi.s capacity as Privy Councillor, took the news to Bishop Turner
C
(

C

of Ely .

1

The Bishop finished a letter and they went to a meeting

of the Peers.

When at least twenty Lords Spiritual and Tern poral

had gathered at Whitehall they "went to the Lord Mayor at Guildhall
2
and were about 28 there".

The Lord Mayor decided that they should

sit in the Council Chamber, and by eleven o'clock they had issued

C

3
their first order •
There are two schools of thought on how this meeting came
about so fast.

4
R. Beddard insists that Bi.shop Turner of Ely summoned it

before he left for Whitehall that morning.

But this claim is based

(

exclusively on an isolated and self-congratulatory remark written

C

by that loyal .Jacobite Bishop several months after the event? Ole
doubts that Rochester had left him time to dispatch, by at least a
dozen couriers, the ready-made "great many billets (to send forth
as soon as his Majesty should withdraw) to entreat the Lords as

(

Consiliari Nati that they would convene at Guildhall", before he

l

had to hurry along to that meeting himself. What curious combination

l

of ability and stupidity did those messengers have , at that busy

(

time of day, to locate and dispatch within the hour more than twenty
Peers to Whitehall, the wrong place?
Beddard's conclusion into doubt.

Nor does the timing alone throw

A letter from the Countess of Notting-

ham, written just before the news of the King's flight reached her

32

indicates that she knew that the Lords were expected to meet !3
This confirms Foxcroft's belief; itself suppor ted, that the K.ing had
already ordered the Peers to meet that morning, ostensibly to

(

await the Commissioners return from Windsor, perhaps in reality

(

to throw them off the scent of his planned departure.

(

doubts that Turner would have gone to such lengths to track down

(

staunch Whig trouble-makers like Lord Wharton and Lord Montague

(

8
in a plan "to call the King home again with honour and safety".

C

I also have

The

9
.
presence among the Guildhall Peers of "all who were m town" smacks
l'
of the necessarily more relaxed and impartial royal style of the past
10
few months.
Also present at Guildhall that morning were the Aldermen,
naturally enough with the Common Council elections imminent.

C
C
(

They "were under s·uch a consternation . .
submitted"

11

that they entirely

to the leadership of the Peers.

Moreover, the Earl of

Craven, six other colonels and three captains,

11

having with great

surprise been informed this morning of his Majesty's being gone from

(

hence last night without giving us any orders",

had gravitated to the

(

next most likely seat of authority, Guildhall.

(

and resigned themselves to requesting from Prince Wi.lliam of

(_

Orange "your Highness's commands which we shall with all duty and

(

readiness obey" •12

(

c..
l

to what to do.

They stood outside

Other Commanders were still undecided as

The Duke of Northumberland inforrre d the Earl of

Rochester of his intention to go to the Prince,

11

but the Earl advised

him to a shorter way, to assemble his troop of Guards and declare

33

r

for the Prince, which he did" •

13

This was probably a little later

that day because, as Sir Robert Southwell wrote to John Finch in
Dublin, it also meant that he had to "put all papists out of his
14
troop" • Acting on their own initiative, Lord Livingston, Dunmore and
Dundee marched the Scots Guards, Horse and Dragoons up to
15
Watford, and then sent word to the Prince asking his permission to
retire into Scotland.

16

Simultaneously with these events at Guildhall, the London mob,
having read of the King's flight in the second editi.ons;

C
C

7

and seeing

the "souldiers stand about looking at each other without head or
18
command", began to assemble i.n the Strand.

"A rabble of over

19
5,000 gathered together" at the Earl of Salisbury' s residence, a prime
20
target in the course of "searching all catholic houses".

In the process

"the English-Dutch officers that we,�e under confinemant in the Savoy

(

21
were discharged" by them.

The temper of the mob was reaching
(' ' \
I
the level after which it would be self-perpetuating, but the Peers
seem to have mis-read thf' situation.

l

Perhaps t!-lis v,.ias because they

had gone into isolation befor'e the news of the desertion had had
time to trigger the ordinary people.

On being informed of events

22
by Mr. Cooper, the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, "desired" the
23
At that moment they were
Sheriff of London to dea! with them.
undoubtedly satisfied wilh Lord Craven, Lord Lieutenant of Middlesex' s

l

report that he had already given directions "to call t6gether the Militia

l

of Middlesex, the Liberty of Westminster and Southwarke for the

l

preventing any disorders '-'."fhkh might happen i.,n the Suburbs of

l

34

(

(

24

London etc." , and wi.th thei.r own precautions of ordering the
lieutenant generals to disarm all catholi.cs;
I

(

(

and making the mi.nor

25
protestant Lord Lucas, Governor of the Tower of London, which
26
. .
allayed the c1t1zens' fear of a bombar.dment.
At that moment the Peers were embracing a topic more l i.kely
to stir their i.ndi.vidual interests and partisan loyalti.es.

(
(

C
C
(

C
C
C
(
(
(
(

Preston, the Secretary of State,

Lord

had just told them that the

the other
I
27
Secretary of State, "was not at home", he could not be found to
Kind had left him no orders, ,and si.nce Lord Middleton,

inform their Lordships that the King's last orders had been worse
28
than no orders at all.
Consequently the Lords discussed the

niceties of their approach to the Prince of Orange (as did the
colonels) not knowing either that the rabble's hysteria was about to
become self-perpetuating or that Lord Feversham had carried out
James's last instruction, and disbanded the army without disarming
it�,Though we may doubt Beddard's assertion that the Guildhall
meeting was convened by Bishop Turner and the 'Lambeth Party',
it is clear that the loyal Tories present would have liked to have
issued some Declaration of solidarity with King James.

Four of their

(

30
number were delegated to draw up such a document,
"but a strong

(_

party of Lords (though at that: time they acted behind the curtain)

(
(

l
l
l
l

found exceptions to those loyal passages and forced us to agree upon
31

other inoffensive but less and shorter expressions",

and this modified

version the Lambeth party signed, "but with a heavy heart" �

2

3.5

Many excuses are put forward for thi.s Declaration of support for
the motives expressed i.n

the Prince's own Declaration, i.n Bishop

Turner's "Apology for the suffering Bi.shops". Some seem
tinged with hindsight; for instance, "that was no time to speake
33
bigg words when they were not all of a mind", assumes that they
understood the over-riding need for unity in the face of anarchy,
before even the rioters forsaw it.
(

C
'(

It i.s more probable that

as the King's "old friends", they were the most stunned by his
departure. Indeed the effect of shock may be revealed by the
unique degree of inertia betrayed in the Minute Book at this early
point on the first day: "It was moved that orders be sent to the

le
C
(
(

C

Forts on the River to stop all Passengers, but nothing Nas done
in it.

Likewise to the Gov.r of Tilbury to disarm the Papists

34
but nothing done in it" •
From among Turner's many excuses
one. consistant one emerges: "It seemed visible then ..• (to the
Lambeth group) ..• that the k:i.ng had left it void •.. it was not a
35
sense of duty but of Despaire" (underlined in original).
Similar shock seems to have drained the spirit and clouded the
reason of the Earl of Feversham. He saw his disbanding the army

(

not for its wider implications, but in purely personal terms, as

(

stepping down from a positior. of responsibility. "Having received

(.
(
(
c..

l
l

his Majesty's order to make no opposition against anybody", he
36
wrote to Prince William from Uxbridge at midday, and in order
"to hinder the

misfortune of effusion of blood, I have sent orders

(

36
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already to that purpose of all the troops that are under my command,
which shall be the last order they shall receive from, Sir, your
Highness's most obedient and humble servant, Feversham".

In·

his shock · the Earl did not grasp that his behaviour could encourage
bloodshed. However the implications were not lost on others.
Clarendon notes in his diary for December 13th. "Someone

(

told the Prince how Lord Feversham had disbanded the King's
army: and that the soldiers were all running up and down not
knowing what course to take: at which the Prince seemed very

C

angry at Lord Feversham, and said, I am not to be thus dealt
with". More immediately fatal, however, was the shock suffered

(

by the Dowager Duchess of Ormond at her house in St. James's

C

Square.

(

37
She had several apoplectic fits, and died.

The Lords at Guildhall had r\urried through orders to both
Feversham and Admiral

(

Lord Dartmouth to prevent bloodshed

by keeping their forces out of William's way.
destined to arrive too late,

The former,

"was imediately signed and delivered

to Mr. Blathwayte who undertoke to give it into my Lord Feversham' s

(

38
owne hand with all speed".

CU?,�

The latter was "delivered to Mr. Pepys".

There was rather less urgenr:y about contacting the Fi.eet at Portsmouth,

because they were already diaengaged, and the whole affair was
expected to be over by the time they could sail •

That evening

Samuel Pepys enclosed the order with a letter informing his friend

(_

(_

l
L

"I have (with the Secretary of State and his other ministers here)
attended (by summons) a Council of the Peers Spiritual and Temporal

38

that have continued sitting all day at Guildhall

It

39

By others

writing at the same time, Lord Dartmouth was told: "Lord Ranelagh
(the paymaster-general) sent to the Prince of Orange for his commands
40

about paying the army",

and "Di.ck Graham and most of the

.Judges are fled, as also the Lord Chancellor and the Bi.shop of
Chester, and Sir William Villi.ers commanding the King's stables
intends to make off with the horses, or give them to the Prince of
Orange"

41

For every office-holder

who put their services at

the Council's disposal, many others prefered flight.

C
·C

The Mayor and Aldermen were inclined to stay.

Lik e the Peers

they also wrote to the Prince from Guildhall on December 11th, but
the tone of their humble address was altogether different from the
42
Lord's Declaration. The Mayor's message,
and the one sent by
43
the Lieutenants of the City , showed their willingness to accept the
'fa it accompli', and beseecherl William of Orange to repair to tl;)e

(

City, where he would be r eceived "with universal joy and satisfaction".
44

But Beddard is held to the 'Apologist's' view of these other invitations,

that they were immediately regretted by their signatories, being in fact
45
the work of "a certain Noble Gentleman who drew thei.r address".
This alleged half-heartedness is open to doubt.

There was more

behind their invitation than lhe precautions "of making their court

(
(
(
(_

L
l

- .

46

.James 's
with Willi.am, in common with much of England".
·
47
Cathol i.ci.sm had caused them frequent civil disorders;
he had
frightened them with his summer camps on Blackheath and
.
49
48
Hounslow Heath, seen fit to put an embargo on East Coast trade,

39
(
insulted their traditions by restoring the City Charter and reinstating
50
those he had dismissed simply as a bribe to help him pack Parliament,
and even bespattered their legislature with the blood of judical
(

51
murder.

Consequently the City overcame its traditional dislike

of the Dutch, and faced with the King's irresponsible desertion
and a vacant throne, invited William up with sincere enthusiasm.
(
(

If the City authorities later recalled a sense of coertion in
drawing up their humble address, this was caused by the threat
of public disorder.

C

The M agistrates may have known as little of

the onset of anarchy as the Peers did, but they had such a wealth
of practical experience with the mob, that they must have been

C

acutely aware of the prospects, and the Lieutenants even more so.
In the past, anti-catholic riots had brought James's suggestion of

,(

C
C
(

52
billeting troops in the City, and this threat alone had been a
powerful damper on the popt.,;lar mood.

How long would the Militia be

able to hold out this time? They would need the moral support
of regular troops, if not their actual assistance, and now William

(

seemed the only sure source of these. Had they known that General
Lord Feversham had left the King's army, disbanded, penniless
but armed, on their very doorstep, they would undoubtedly have

(_
(
(_
(_

sent an even more enthusiastic message.

Not that it would make

much difference; William only reached Henley on the 13th and
no amount of good intentions on his part could alter the fact that
53
"the ways were extremely bad".

The true nature of the Peers'

role in the governmental vacuum was beginning to emerge.

(_

40

It does not appear that the news of Feversham's behaviour had

L �,,,.- V<i[CII'
]/?
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.
o • \er .
Lord Mayor gave the Peers "a noble dinner".
By that time, the
.il'"' 1 i (
>°" 01"' �b _.J
"")
Lords and the aldermen had debated whom should deliver their t v -� . ir-· ., \ C, /,J,,.if1
1;
,,.. ,
St-·,�';._.i r..:f
respective messages to the Prince. Among the Peers, Rochester ,1, (,:,.,
reached Guildhall before four o'clock in the afternoon, when the

had declined, mindful, no doubt, that he was not the best advocate,

., �.
....

having offended his uncle-in-law, William, by refusing to visit the
55
Hague on his way back from Spa in in July 1687.
Of the four
q_ (

F-

finally selected, three were loyalists, Turner himslef, the Earl of
Pembrooke, and Viscount Weymouth.

The other, Lord Culpeper,

probably wanted to see that they did not go back on the essential
compromise of the document when they made their accompanying

C

verbal report to his Highness.

The Mayor dispatched four aldermen

56
a nd eight commoners.
"On our return there were in the streets bonfires", Ai.lesbury

le
(

(

relates.

His phrase suggests that the Mayor's noble meal had put

him in so benevolent a mood that he misinterpreted the flames of
pillage for flames of joy.

But this is unlikely, for the Peers' last

order of t he day sho..vs a new note of acquiescence among the
loyalists.

It is a letter to the gentlemen of Kent and Sussex "to seize

all Jesuits, Priests and other suspected persons, in any of the

(_
(

l
(_

l.

57
Ports in their respective Counties".
Despite the absence of
both Wharton and Montague, the Council was persuaded that the
dictates of law and order,

a subject close to every Tory's heart,

must come before loyalties to King James's Court.

Therefore the

)(

41

Cinque Ports were closed to whatever" imminent offenders may
endeavour to fly from .Justice by goeing to parts beyond the Seas".
The Council nevertheless made no preparations to assist the local
m ilitia bands during the night. After they had adjourned "to meet

(

in the Councill Chamber att Whitehall to morrow morning att ten
of the Clock 11

(
(

58

one of their clerks, Philip Musgrave, wrote to

his patron, Lord Dartmouth, gi.vi.ng an opti.misti.c view of the day;
"The Rabble has pulled down the Chapel i.n L i.ncoln's Inn Fields,
59
which is the only violence yet offered".
One can only assume that

C

the night's outrages came as a complete surprise to the Council of
Peers.

C

Close study of the riots i.n London during that first night of
politi.cal vacuum, reveals a logical pattern in the mob's behaviour,

C
C
(

(_

little reali.sed then, and apparently forgotten now.

By calling all

acts of anarchy the work of "the mob", or "the rabble" collectively,
eyewitnesses glossed over the fact that there were indeed two mobs
ini.ti.ally, and the chance timing of their a11algamation was the
catalyst which raised the level of their rioting from merely exaggerated normality, to gross abnormality.

The first mob, rioting in

the City in the early afternoon, began much as the magistrates
lieutenants must have ex11ected.

It attacked uniquely catholic targets,

the first mass-house built i.n the City, Mr.

l
(_

l
l
L

60
Street, built in April 1686, and the
St.

.John's,

61
Clerkenwell.

and

Stamford's at Li.me

Benedictine establishment of

Over the past few months both these

had become quite traditional focuses of attack whenever the peoples'
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62
passions were stirred, by the Lord Mayor's Show on October 29th,
or William of Orange's imminent landing coinciding with the November
63
5th Gunpowder Plot celebrations.
The events of December 11 th were the last of a line.

"Not

breaking easily into" Lime Street "they cried they would down with
64
it, were it as strong as Portsmouth".

Likewise at St. John's
65
Clerkenwell the rabble "demolished it quite".
The Carmelite
chapel at Bucklersbury lies halfway between these two and seems

to have become a spontaneous assembly point for all the City rabble.
This too was completely destroyed, under the eyes of the City
Guard,

who apparently thought it wiser not to intervene.

mob and levelled it,

C

Once the

"they carried all the trumpery in mock procession

and triumph, with oranges on the tops of swords and staves, with great
l ighted candles in guilt candlesticks; thus victoriously passing by the
g uards

which were drawn up. And after having bequeathed these

t rinkets to the flames, they visited Henry Hills's printing house, which
they served in like manner".

(

66

Thus the mob began to move west, and

with the move came a subtle change of motive.
To justify going_ out of their way, perhaps,
to show less discrimination in their targets.

(

l

the City mob had begun

One might argue

that the original attack, on Mr. Stamford's chapel at Lime Street ,
technically the residence of the Elector Palatine, shows that the
City mob were already attar-king establishment figures and foreigners,
67
as much as Catholic chapels. But Miller has shown that not only

l

was Stamford an Englishman, but his 'master', the Elector, did not

44

even know of his existance.

To attack Henry Hills was subtly

different, because he was the Ki.ng's printer.

(

Certainly the mountai.n of

Catholic literature which he had published duri.ng the last three
years made hi.s missionary contri.bution greater than any mass-house's ,

(

rn evertheless, as the City crowd passed out of the ga tes to Blackfri.ars,
it was vVi.lfully attacking an organ (albei.t mi.nor) of Central Govern

(
C

ment.

In itself the i.dea of attacki.ng Hills was not new.

13th Middleton had ordered the Lord

0. November

Mayor to post a guard about

his house, because he "has been attempted three times by the rabble,
above 1000 appearing there last ni.ght, and having both broke his
68 '7k<- c(..A-.{<, -c.
windows and threatened to do hi.m more mi.schi.ef". ,( This evening

C

the mob at last had their way: "his printi.ng house was destroyed,

C

wi.th the equipment of his trade, including two or three hundred

(
(
C
(

69
reams of paper, printed and unprinted, which went up in smoke".
Seeing how their former deter�nts were loosed, and their enemies not

d enied them, the City mob cast around for any likely target.
Personal vendettas and grudges were vindicated, screened behind the

(

thinnest of religious veils.

(

"for no other reason that one Burnet, a papist, was one of the
70
farmers of the Market".
Thus Phi.li.p Frowde, the Postmaster, one

l
l
l
l
l
l

The house at Newgate Market was threatened

of the best informed m en in London, worked on the evening of December 11tn
almost surrounded by acts of looting a,d burning, "which at this
instant make the sky so very red that I can see it out of the rooms here
71
at the Post Office".

45

(

(

From Blackfriars and Newgate market it is but half a mile to

Lincoln's Inn Fields, whither the Suburban mob in the Strand had

(

gone in the middle of the afternoon.

The Franciscan monks who· had

in 1687 taken out a ten year lease on "the house beside the arches"

into Sardinia Street had been ordered "to retire from that place" on
72
November 16th by .James, because he could no longer vouch for

(
(

their safety.

So there was no one to resist the rabble, however

futilely, when the Strand mob set to.

"About four o'clock in the

afternoon they invaded the house of the Friars Mi.nor in Lincoln's

Inn Fields, carried away the furniture, which they piled up and set

fire to, and finally pulled down the whole house and the newly built
73
chapel to the very foundations".
So thorough were they that they

C
C
C
C

74
carried the bricks away in baskets.

The blaze was l i.ke a beacon

/7 ,.i :1 t.. ,.,,.....'4'- .t

in the west, to the angry mob emerging from the City. J. But,of

fl... I.

fL.--..r.

course,they arrived too later lso entering the suburbs at this

time, from the opposite direction and with quite different intentions,
�
were the King's "three commissioners that were sent to the Prince
of Orange, bringing with them five proposals from his Highness for

the accomodating the present difficulties, but were extremely con-

(_
(_

cerned to find the Prince's good inclinations and the if..., good offices

were rendered abortive by the King's being withdrawi?')".

75

The City mob, spoiling for action, and "being allowed to ac t

thus without restraint",

76

infected the suburban rabble with their

indiscriminate tastes, and "the word was passed to deal in l i.ke

(_

l
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77
manner with the Residence of the Spanish Ambassador in Vvild Street".
78
"Some common thieves took the opportunity to mix with the youth",
and "finding it quite undefended owing to the extreme negligence
of the authorities they broke into it like mad-men, burst open
the doors of the Chapel, profaned the altars, tore down the pictures,
pi.led up the church furniture, altarcards, pyxes, almes-boxes
and l i.t a fire which illuminated that horrible work of darkness.
They pulled down the whole house ••• They dragged away numerous
. t 79
boo ks an d manuscr1p s,
some of the utmost value, t h rew ot h er

books into the fire, rifled the goods deposited there for safety's
sake, and in short destroyed everything so that barely the outer
80
walls remained".
Thus began Dec. 1 2th.
The sacking of the Spanish Ambassador's house was a geographical ahd psychological watershed for the rabble.

Certainly

Spain, though now neutral anrl in decline, still represented the home
(

C

of the Inquisition in the public memory.
centenary of the defeat of the Arma¥da.

Moreover 1688 was the
But to loot a State's

Embassy was a very different question from burning a local Catholic
chapel •
(

l
(_

(._
l

l

It showed a mi.ller.arianist lack of interest in the con-

sequences.

It also opened opportunities for tremendous personal

profit. Rich Catholics had deposited what treasure they did not
need with them, with the ambassadors of friendly catholic powers.
· From Wild House, for instanse, ''one gentlewoman lost a trunk in
81
which was £800 and a quantity of gold plate".

/'-\or

,JI/

(

t,

As 1678 had shown, '

47

a Rrotestant mob with Whig pretensions could easily forget the
difference between a Catholic and a rich Tory/Geographically,
Wild Street was also a watershed.

Doubtless some of the City

rabble now returned home, struggling back and forth all morning
under the weight of their booty,

but others saw the pickings to

be had closer to hand among the ambassadorial residences of
St. James 's, these and late arrivals, now swelled the numbers of

(

C
C

the

Suburban rabble who proceeded to march on the seat of

government, tolling the friars' bell (HMC XI pt.
As at Guildhall,
events.

5 pp. 229).

St. James's was unaware of the new turn in

"This night I was frightened b y a light in the sky", wrote

Sir Robert Southwell of the signs of riot stretching away to the
East.

82
"Till we knew what it was we guessed it to be a great fire".

The first to be attacked were the Italian Embassies in the Haymarket.
Unfortunately the Florentine Envoy, Terresi's, records, neatly

C
C

copied out in B.M. Add MSS 25,376-8, are in Italian.

(

picture is adequately to hand � hand in English; both the Venetian

However the

and Florentine chapels were pulled down, and the Florentine Embassy
83
itself plundered.
Just before dawn, "the trained bands came up to

(

disperse them, and a soldier, discharging his musket at them, shot

(

84
his officer (Captain Douglas) through the back".

(
(_

Whether this

had been done deli.berately was much debated at the time.

The Mi.litia

had not at this moment been authorised to fire on the rabble
with ball, and indeed Captain Douglas's death was later used by the

l

48

85
Peers as an excuse to issue just such permission.
Throughout the first day the Militia had refused to intervene at
the epicentres of destruction. This may have been by design, for
(

it was declared militia policy not to behave as front-1 ine troops,
86

C
C
(

but to contain disorder, and mop up its over-spills and remnants.
However in this instance it appears that the trained bands so
sympathised with the rioters, that far from wanting to disperse
them, they wished to join in.

Of the attack on the Spanish Ambas-

sador, Ronquillo's house, Father Lucas wrote, "some of the Militia
sent there for the protection of so sacred an asylum, treacherously
joined the mob, a n d constituted themselves it s ringleaders,

C

and the City Guar9 absolutely refused to interfere".

C
C

discount the report of such a biased witness, there is no doubt that

'(
(

Even i.f we

the trained bands would be very wary of mixing it with their fellow
Londoners on a point of anti-catholicism, after the series of alarming
Jury verdicts at recent coroners' inquests on rioters. Luttrell quotes
one for November 17th 1688: "Whereas several loyal persons resorted

(

to the masse-house in Lincoln's Inn Fields and St. John's in order

C

to disturb traytors and enemies to the nation, upon which several

(

soldiers armed came and murdered several of those loyal persons ... ",

(
(
(
(
(
(

L
l

87

8

an attitude also noticed by Mille� quoting from Morrice MS Q pp. 3 87.
Moreover by the morning of December 12th the news that the army
had been disbanded was on everyone's lips. Sections of the militia must
have felt they could now honourably concede defeat, and sections of the

49

(
(

mob would have been encouraged to acts of desperate recklessness
by the prospect of imminent victory.

· -1
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At this cruc.ial juncture, when�the mob at St. James's were·
nearing the Chapel Royal itself,
rabble became timid.

89
there was a sudden lull.

The

They retreated from the house of the Papal

90
Nuncio on the Park without breaking a window;
likewise the

(
(
(

C

residence of Barrillon, Ambassador of the hated French.

During

the brief pause the forces of law and order recovered their poise,
and put eighty cavalry and two troops of infantry i.nto St. James's
Square.

The rabble was los·ing the initiative.

When they pulled

themselves together and and attacked in St. James's Square they

C

were repulsed.

(

they departed for the Strand,

C
(
(

(
(_
(

Seven times they were driven back

and finally

defeated.

to-l

Historians have f und vari.o us doubtful explanations for this Vt
I f"1.. :) I,� V L I d,t ,,it \ f/ ' < l-{3 ,j t ,i.,!,\
lull ,1\ According to one account, the mob's hysteria was quenched by
91
the new sign outside the Nuncio 1 s house, "This house is to let".

f

Sachse himself accepts that

11

t:1c landlord compounded with them

92
for the house".
How much would a mob want,to stop them reaching out to pluck

(

so ripe a fruit as the-Pope's own chapel i.n England? O.e would

(

have thought that an abandoned mass-house on St. Jafnes's Park

(

would have made as fine a blaze as the one in Lincoln's Inn Field -- and
yielded greater treasure.

S i.milarly suspect is the rr)odern acceptance

. 93
of Macaulay's assert10n
that Barrillon originally escaped because

l
l

50
(

r
"though the government which he represented was held in abhorrance,
his liberal housekeeping and exact payments had made him personally
popular".

Is one to assume that the low-church apprentices

who led the rabble to his front door had previously experienced
his bounty, but forgotten it briefly or that the local shopkeepers
)I

and Court fitters could suddenly rival the influence of the natural

(

leaders of a mob from the other end of Town?

C

have been more than merely 'popular' for a practical tradesman

(

C

Barrillon must

to draw the attention of a looting rabble to himself and his premises,
in an unsung attempt to keep one customer. Morevoer, the first
groups to break away from the scene in the Haymarket to go ten
minutes further out of their way in search of plunder, would be

4._ ,l e_e;.J"-<> t{J I
those least sated. � If the lull came from sheer exhaustion, why
bother to go to the Nuncio's house in the first place?

It seems more

probable that when the rabble arrived at the Park, something more
tangible restrained them.
Coming up the Mall towards them, led by Sir Henry Shere,
and guarded by a complete Regiment of Fusileers, were twenty-two
cannon. As a .force to shatter a surgeing mob it would be devastating

(.

even by today's standards.

l.

deeper reverberations. Not only was the army fully operational,

(

when they had been led to believe it disbanded, but someone very

(.

l.
L
l

But in London in 1688, the sight had
r

cool and ruthless was taking steps to see that order was restore d

1

someone who could play on the abiding and quite irrational awe which

51

Londoners had of cannon-fire. Just as in the 1930's when their
descendants overestimated the destructiveness of the bomber, so
late 17th Century Londoners foresaw their Capital being razed
94
by artillery-fire. No wonder the riot lost momentum; their nightmare was coming true.
In fact the arrival of the artillery train was a coincidence.

The

Mall, the Strand, Fleet Street, Ludgate Hill and Cannon Street
formed the last leg of the gunners' return from the King's camp
at Salisbury.

They were coming from Staines where they had been

95
refitting on December 7th.
As a prestige force schooled in the
blossoming science of Warfare, the morale of the artillery train
was hard to break.

With pride their colonel,

Sir Henry Shere,

wrote to Admiral Lord Dartmouth, of his gunners and their guard of
Fusileers after the long retreat:

(

C
l
(_

"Your regiment and the train have

96
continued entire when the whole army disbanded".

The force's

sense of achievement must have been considerable;

this was no time

of year to be on the roads with heavy wagons, and yet they had
nursed the precious field-pieces home, back to their fabled arsenal,
the Tower of London.

Of all the troops for forty miles, these were

perhaps the only ones with which to challenge that mob.

l
l

The timing of the correspondence between Sir Henry and the Peers
indicates that he passed the mob at St. James's an hour or two after
dawn.

97
The Peers did not meet at Whitehall until ten o'clock.

By

the time they had sent him a reply, one of their first of the day , with

52

98
instructions to halt in St. James's Park,
he had already passed

that point.

He "was marching up about half way to ye Tower when

he received their letter, & therefore went on, the carriage horses
performing better than expected" �

9/i

t would be hard to calculate a

shrewder way to quell a rioting Capital than to march a crack force
of its most dreaded weapon casually through the length of it,

C
C
(

as though tranquillity ruled. As a deliberate ploy it would have
taken too much nerve for the Peers to contemplate thi.s.

Its beauty

was that it was achieved wi.th a mini.mum of foot-soldiers and no
cavalry.

The coup was not so much military as psychological

and as such, struck at the common weakness of every mob, the

C

weakness which every army trains for months to el i.minate: pandemic
loss of confidence. As the gunners saw it, "there was so much

(

C
C
(_,
(

100
tumult that no one believed we should have escaped a man of us";

but they did not show their feurs.

By treating the rabble to such a

di.splay of apparent restrainl, by giving them a glimpse of retri.bution and then withdrawing,
but by mercy.

Sir Henry cowed them not by massacre

At the mome11t when they were turning on the -

government buildings, the rnub faltered. They remembered that
Moreover the safe

(

they were not looking for bl .:)od but for booty.

C

passage of the artillery, such useful tools of revolution, must have
demonstrated to any extremist that the heart of the rabble was not
in Class War.

(

53

No wonder Shere and his men received "the approbation of
their betters" •

101

When they had assembled that morning, the Lords

were made painfully aware that the army, which they had ordered

(

to disengage, "had laid down their arms and disbanded their companies
upon a mistake that they were disbanded by the Earl of Feversham"

•102

This knowledge, combined with the penetration of rioting into the
very heart of the wealthy quarter, brought a new resolve to the

(

Council's tone.

C

was swelled by the conspicuous arrival of the King's · disenchanted

(
(

At the same time the Peers' reservoir of talent

Commissioners, Halifax, Nottingham and Godolphin.

cil's unanimity was increased by the notable absence of the Lambeth
103
group's figurehead, old Archbishop Sancroft.

(

And the Coun

Not that the

Orangist Whigs now had the upper hand, as was demonstrated

(

immediately when "the Lord Mountague moved that Oates and

(

Johnson might be discharged, out nothing was

(

good would this new purposefulness have been- without the artillery's
chance arrival?

(_
(

C
(

done".

104

But what

For all their new-found wisdom, it is possible

that the Peers would have been unable to rally, maybe even have
been over-run by the tide of &narchy.

Thanks to the artillery train,

the high-water mark occured a few hundred yards short from where
they sat.
105
That morning "the Marquis of Halifax took the Chair"
because
Archbishop Lamplugh of York, who had only been raised from the

(_
(

l
(

(_

106
Bishopric of Exeter fo ur days before, was "unaccustomed to the
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(

business of such

107
an assembly".
Their lordships' first concern

was to make amends for the barbarous treatment which the ambassadors had endured the night before.

Sir Charles Cotterell

was sent by the Lords to say "that they are very sorry for those
insolences that were offered to them last night by the Rabble, &

C

108
The authorities
they would endeavour to procure them satisfaction" •

(

feared lest the "fury of an Ungovernable Rabble" be looked upon

(

1
as "the act of a whole city". og Vvith France in the ascendant, such

C

hostile behaviour might have serious international repercussions.

C
C
(

C
(

C

Therefore, the

Earl of Mulgrave assisted Ronquillo by ordering

"an appartment in Whitehall immediately, and a great table to be
kept for him twice a day, with yeomen of the guard to attend in
110
his outer ·room (which they never do but on the King only)".
The same Council which, but twenty-four hours earlier, had
ordered all royal troops out ir Lhe way, now directed their attention to marshalling what force-3 they could. Protestant officers were
111
ordered to keep their men toc_:1other, and the commanders of the

(

(
(_
(
(_

. arms.
Guard were called in and asked what men they had rea_d y m

112

A ilesbury remarked "that nor:e appeared or would obey, save
Colonel Villiers and some more inferior ones" •

114

But he admits that,

using cannon from the Tower, a line of defence from Whitehall
to Hyde Park was established ,

114

too long for the mob to outflank.

(

115
116
Between them, Colonel SelW'_;n
and Colonel Baggot and 800 regular

l

troops to offer, which together with the Fusi.leers Shere had brought

(__

l
l
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in, and some Horse Guards which Captain Symms had assembled,
The salient

gave the Council at least a thousand fighting men.

point in the Council's line, St. James's Square, was given the

(

strongest garrison, with 400 troops and 80 horse;

17

slightly fewer

were "drawn up in the broard space before Whitehall, and three
pei.ces of cannon before the gate".
Then the process of rolling back the anarchy began.

Eight

118
attacks on St. James's Square were repulsed, the rabble fell back

C

C

to the Strand, and the troops who had been making arrests in the
119
streets of Whitehall itself, were able to sweep further afield.
To support the Civil Magistrates, whom the Peers were urging to
120
proceed against looters "to the utmost rigour of the Law", the

(

guard from Whitehall was released and given permission "in

C

case of necessity to use force and to fire on them with Bullet".

121

By the early afternoon the Suburban rabble had assembled again
east of The Savoy.

The Quee,, Dowager, Catherine, was in Somerset

House with her old chamberla in, Lord Feversham.

(

The Earl was

now tasting the fruits of his labour, and requested a cavalry force
122
to d.1sperse them.

The Pe2rs merely ordered Colonel Vi.lliers's

cavalry to assist the civil authorities to keep the peace, leaving
123
the question open to their own discretion.

However it would appear

that the cavalry was sent, for the mob abandoned Sorr1erset House
and began to repeat the ri.ght--hook which they had executed victoriously
the previous day on Lincoln's Inn Fields and St. James's.

l
l

This

56

time the troops were ready.

124

Although the mob pulled down

125
several catholic houses, and pH laged others, including Sir Thomas
126
.Jenner's lodgings in Sergant's Inn, the troops could not be dislodged from their stronghold around Great Queen Street.

Sir

Thomas Row was able to report, last thing at night, that "no
127,
harm had been done to Lord Powis' s house,
though they threatened at
128
Nevertheless, Philip Musgrave, the Peers' clerk who
first" •

.C

had been so optimistic the night before, had changed his tune.
"The distractions have been so great here that until this moment
I know not what to write your Lordship", he told Dartmouth, "the
insolences of the rabble have been insupportable . • • If the prudence

C

of the Lor.ds here had not kept the soldiers t hat are about town
together, all here had been 'ere this in fire and blood", and he
added unappreciatively,

129
"The train of artillery is returned".

During the middle of the day, events a little further off had

C
(_
(
(
(_
(_

been holding the stage. At \f\,a11ping, Lord Chancellor .Jeffreys
130
was spotted trying to get a boat to the Continent.

Like many

other prominent figures, not I east .James himself, .Jeffreys was
captured by the common people.

Fortunately the Peers -had already

been tipped off about the man they believed had the Great Seal
of England, and had sent the r"Ylilitia of the Tower Hamlets to search

(

the ship 'Hopwell' at Shadwell dock.

Consequently a strong force

(

was immediately to hand when the cry went up.

But for their prompt

arrival, .Jeffreys would probably have been lynched.

(._

"I was in

57

(

(
Cheapside when the Chancellor was taken to my Lord May or", wrote

(

Sir Edmund King.

"There never was such joy: not a man sorry

that you could see.

They longed to have him out of the coach had

he not had a good guard".

131

t

I

On his arrival Jeffreys "cowardly

knelt down to kiss his hand, which struck such amazement into
132
the Lord Mayor that he fell into a swoon and continues very ill".

(

Keeting asserts that "when Chapman (the Mayor) collapsed,

(

Jeffreys' presence of mind did not desert him, and he decided to

C

place himself in the custody of the L ieutant of the Tower"�

33

Thus he was "brought into the Tower with such a din of the rabble

C
(

(
(
(

as the writer never heared before" •134 The Peers signed the warrant
for his arrest first thing after lunch, when it was all over, and
without the trimmings of delicacy surrounding it in the Minute
135
Books.
The Tower was the only safe place to put him, without
tying down too many badly needed guardsmen.

The affair was

superficially unremarkable, but months later Bishop Turner was
still frantically justifying such a revolutionary act as the incarcera136
tion of the King's right-hand man.

(_
(.
(
<..
(

The second incident began with an urgent plea for help from
the Levant Company.

The 'Asia', one of their outward-bound ships

had been seized by Irish soldiers who were''run from Gravesend and
Tilbury".

Having overloaded the vessel, and knowing neither

the waters or the wind, they had run her aground, but "would not
137
According to the Company there were 700 men
quit her".

l

58

on .board, though such a number would surely have sunk a boat already
"richly laden".

Samuel Pepys was already empowered to seize

all ships going down-stream without a pass, and he was now prevailed upon to send two naval vessels, the 'Kent' and the 'Hampton
1 38

Court' to board the 'Asia' and return her.

In the ensuing scuffle

C

-· 1 39
''some persons were killed", but the incident was good publicity

(

for the Council. They were see n to be protecting London from

(

aliens, rather than the rich from the mob, or the Catholics from
the Protestants. To the same end the Peers had ordered Edward
-Jones, printer of the London Gazette, to publish their Declaration
14 0

of support for the Orangeist call for a free Parliament.
(

At a time

when printed propaganda was a major feature in politics, the
Council could not neglect to add its own handbills to the many blowing
in the streets •
One broadsheet at the centre of controversy was (and is) the

(
(
(
(_

14 1
spurious "Third Declaration of the Prince of Orange".
This warned

darkly of a repetition in Londo:. of the infamous St. Batholomew's
Day Massacre.

As the hub of Catholic missionary activity in England\42
14 3

London had attracted many frightened papists during the past month,

Most

(_

when the only refuge was to be found in the shadow of the King.

(

of these men were undoubtedly still at hand, which made the citizens

(

unduly anxious. Though the Third. Declaration reached the streets on

(

l
(

l

144

December 7th , the panic of 'Irish Night' did not occur until December
1 2th- 1 3th, and then was exclusively concerned with rumours about

59

the King's disbanded Irish troops.

Undoubtedly the last months of
145
had conditioned the
1688, dubbed 'anno mirabili' by Evelyn

community not to discount tales just because they were ridiculous.
That such an apocaliptic one should find such widespread acceptance
is surprising, not lEBst, as Luttrell remarks, because "this report
146
was not only here but went through the whole Kingdom".
147
Macaulay seems convinced that there was a great plot afoot

r
(

to frighten the nation into William's arms. He talks of "skillfully
framed" letters arriving simultaneously at scattered points, and
148
considers plausible Hugh Spekes's confession to having organised
it.

But sheer complexity probably would have prohibited such an

operation.

IC

To arrange such a plot within hours of hearing of

the army's dissolution, to calculate how long a lone horseman
would take to reach a given point, and send relays of them, at

(

specified intervals, onto the wintery roads, which were blocked with

(

mobs, disbanded soldiers and sheriffs' posses, all at the moment
( I
when total victory seemed to have dropped into their leader's palm,

C
(
(

seems most unlikely. I would suggest that Speke, an inveterate
con-:- man, rnade his claim in order to gain a little kudos. The
cause of the panic was probably nothing more than the long days
of nervous waiting, which had stretched the nation to breaking point.
Subconsciously, an horrific event was now demanded in order to
give meaning to the stress they had been through.

(_
(_

(_

L

If the community

149
could not find a real one, they would unwittingly invent it.
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Whatever the cause, there is no disputing the effect.

"About

two this morning an alarm was spread through City and Suburbs of
'Rise, arm, arm�

the Irish are cutting throats" in so much that

in half an hour's time there was an appearance of above 100,000 men
150
to have made head against any such enterprise of that nature".
Drums, trumpets and kettles woke Lord Ailesbury: "They were
bawling before my house because it was not illumunated, for the

(

151
Irish were cutting all the throats of the Protestants".

Mr.

Cox,

door-keeper of the Peers' Council came to rouse him for an emer-

(

gency meeting, but he refused to go.
152
likewise.

C

Archbishop Sancroft did

However, this did not alter the "great consternation,

every house putting lights in every window, so that the streets were
as light as day, persons providing their arms,

the train bands out,

153
At Vvhitehall, nine
and the entrances into the town blockt up".
Peers met .at three o'clock in the morning.

They "sent out Horsemen

to bring Intelligence, who returned with an account that there were

(
(
(

no persons stirring, but not withstanding�·\ they curtly ordered the
Fusileers at the Tower to stand to.

Then they wrote a reassuring

letter to the Lord Mayor, "to quiet the apprehension of the City,
which being sent away by a Ser} of the Foot Guards, the Lords

(

adjourned until ten of the clock the next morning 11

154
•

Of the whole

incident, historians would do well to echo the words of Sir Edward

(

155
King in his letter to Viscount Hatton: "Tis a strange thing, we

(_

have not the truth out yet" .

L
(_

L

/

,,
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156
It would be wrong to assume, as Miller appears to,
that all
was calm after the 'Irish Night'.

0, ce again emotions had been

terribly pent up, but given no physical release.

No one reading ·

A ilesbury' s account of riding through Chatham between doorways
where women and children stood weeping hysterically "prefering
157
to be murdered there than in their beds", could claim that order
"extremely
158
insolent and ungovernable, and yet are not suppressed".
Even

had been restored.

In London the mob was up again,

the Militia were now issued wi.th warrants "to fire on the Rabble with
159
Bullet",
and the cavalry were ordered to mount up, on reports of a
160
mob at Charring Cross.

Regular soldiers had to be quartered

on the most troublesome neighbourhoods�

61

and Sir Henry Shere

could proudly inform Lord Dartmouth, "your Regiment sent for me
162
this morning to secure the Lords from the rage of the rabble".
However, the outcome of the riots no longer seemed in doubt.

C

The Peers' bid to regain control of the army was beginning to work,
and not just because of the absence of rival orders. Fate had

C

dealt their Lordships a trump card.
until the next day, Friday,

(

(

The army had only been paid

December 14th. \/villi.am had been

163
asked for his instructions on the 11th, but since there was no
hope of an answer in time, Lord Ranelagh, the paymaster-general,
164
turned to the Council of Peers.
Even t he most i.ndependant-minded

(_

generals now saw on which side their bread was buttered. The

l

Scottish General Douglas, came in person, offering 400 men of

l

his own regiment, and proposing to "gather together many of the

l
l
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165
soldiers belonging to Wachop and Bochan's regiment".
The Lords
issued their troops with but one weeks pay.

Having so nicely

acquired them, there was no point letting them drink their time away.
Just as i.t appeared that the Council might successfully fill
the governmental vacuum, it received news ,Nhich may have
del i.ghted some Peers and appalled others, but which unavoidably
doomed the Council to obscurity.
sent a man to the Peers,

The Archbishop of Canterbury

who had seen a boat stopped at Faversham,

166
in Kent, which he thought had the King in it.
Mulgrave insisted
that this man was called in, since he "had waited long at the
167
Council door, without anyone wanting to take notice of him".

(

Halifax failed to adjourn for lunch, an attempt to win what Mulgrave

(

mockingly called "time for concerting enough together about
so very nice and so very important a matter as the saving or losing

(

168
of a King's life".

However, as the man could not swear to it

that the King had been captured, the Lords were reluctant to
accept the report and send away vital troops, and adjourned.

(

'v'Vhen

they reconvened, the Archbishop of Canterbury came in person with
169
a seaman,
Robert Cl mton,

who knew James from the time he

(_

fought on the 'Royal Soverign'.

l

of what he had related, and after he withdrew, to my great astonis-

(_

ment,

(_

170
at the other" •

(

l
(

He "was called in and made an oath

there was a silence of a good quarter of an hour, each looking
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It was a bitter blow to Halifax,

who had already had .James

destroy his first delicate but viable solution to the political
impass, by running away.

To see his second creation still-born

thanks to the King's return, must have tested even his acute
sense of the absurd.
knows the King.

He moved that "neither of them says he

E3ut he Earl of Rochester takes note that the

l ast described him with a patch on his lip and had seen him

171
before".
Ailesbury decided to go to the King himself, and

172
"went home to fit myself to go on horseback for more expedition".
Meanwhile the debate continued.

Unfortunately Mulgrave, our

other witness, "was absent all that afterno6��, so we must rely
on the Stowe MS for our details.

Halifax persuaded the Peers

not to send many Guards to the King, perhaps the troop shortage

C

still worried them, but the excuse "the last man seeming to
say there was great respect paid to the King", is unconvincing.

(

All the Lords were eager to avoid "a Restraint and forcing the
King back", some out of loyal respect for their Monarch's whim;
others no doubt because a reluctant leader would be worse than
no leader at all, and Halifax perhaps hoped that .Jam2s would
use his freedom to continue the flight he had been prevented from
completing,

and join his family in France.

Consequently all

sides found satisfaction in the decision not to send down the royal
coaches to Faversham until the King commanded it.

So successfully

had Halifax cooled the Council"s reaction that the passes they

l
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made out sounded

s omewhat

funereal.

Ailesbury returned to

collect his, but it was "so worded that I threw it on the table with
174
a passion, declaring that I would go without one".
The Council
hastily drew another; it would have been preposterous to attempt
the trip without one, as Ailesbury soon found out.
175
Lord Feversham also had his pass re-written.

Next morning

Altogether the Peers dispatched that -afternoon four Lords, the
others being the recent Catholic convert, the Earl of Yarmouth,
and the Secretary of State, Middleton, at least half their cavalry,
120, fifty grenadiers, and about 150 hand-picked Foot Guards ,
by no menas a small sacrifice, considering
a

safe

"London is not y et

176
place".
They also sent "Thomas Heywood page to his

s

Maty bedchamber, John Thompson yeoman of his Maty

s

Roabes,

t
ys ·
his Mat
Barber, and John Rumsey Serv
176
backstairs".
Finally they sent a letter to Prince

Thomas Fraizer,
to the

c.
(
(

178
V\/i.lliam telling him what had happened, and what they had do ne;
this was signed by Loyalists n.'1d Orangeists alike.
not

Now they did

need to take sides, whereas before they did not dare to.

Any way V\/illiam would know al I by the time their letter had arrived.
He had summond the 'Secretary of Vvarr', Mr.
(
(_

(

Blathwayte, to

meet him at VVi.ndsor the next evening, "to the end I may know the
179
exact number of troops now on foot in this Kingdome", and the
180
in the afternoon,
Secretary had left, bearing his 'perfect list',
o, i tu v . � (' r ' �
181
It i s interesting to
when the rumour was already widespread.
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note here the signs that Vvilliam,

having just received the Peers'

stoney message of the 11 th, was now taking very rapid action to
by-pass the Council, who might interfere with his sudden aspirations to the Throne.

.James's return di.spelled this mis-conception

before it could crystalise.
182
By the evening of December 13th, when the London Gazette

(

C

1c

bearing the Declaration of the 11th reached its readers,

it was

clear that the vacuity in which the Council had sprung up, was
about to collapse.

The Duke of Grafton rode in from the west

with his Regiment of Horse, a recent defector to the Prince, more
than replacing the force which the Peers had sent to .James II.
Sir Edward King "went to greet him but he was with the Lords in
183
Counsell to night",
doubtless discussing the latest development.
Far from being able to sleep easily in their beds, each Peer now

(
(

C
(

had to face again the dilemma of several months standing;
questions of loyalty which would occupy a larger Council in the
near future, as yet unforeseen.
The

Council met at 9 a. m. next morning, December 14th,
c.-',�

earlier than ever before.

Ha✓ing established themselves at the

(

authoritiy in the Capital,

t!--,eir Lordships now had to live up

(

to their obligations.

(

waiting for the contestants to arrive, they were occupied with

(
(.
(

L
l

As caretakers of a great pol i.tical arena,

maintenance work, insti.gating a search for the Spanish Ambassador's
goods, and signing passes.

The fact that some of the most
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(
(

ardent Loyalists had gone to Faversham, and Peers like Grafton
were beginning to arrive, does not seem to have made them
particularly aligned against the royal interest.

Certainly they

confirmed the arrest of Sir Edward Hales, the favol,lrite escaping

C

with James, but this was something which James himself seemed
184

to favour.

And certainly they found barges to transport the

Duke of Grafton' s force to the now pacified fort at Tilbury, whither

(
(

the Prince had sent him: but they also gave him £80 to feed the
Irish he found there.

Despite their predictable allegiance to

James, the Peers reassembled the Irish troops, and had notices
185
to that effect "putt up in all towns within twenty miles of London".

C

The English sections which came in for their pay, for instance "the
186
,
seaven companies of Sir Charles Carney's Regiment of Foot",
were not even ordered to stay neutral, let alone join the Prince,
but simply to stay together and reequip.

The Council received a

letter from James written on the 12th requesting only clothes and

(
C

187
pocket-money;
they sent his doctor and another groom of the
188
bedchamber.
Ailesbury implies that there was a plot between some of the

C

Council and the gentlemen of Kent, led by Sir Basil Dixwell, who

(

189
reached the King first, to send him prisoner to London,
but this

(_

is unlikely.

(
(_
(

l

Of course the letter recorded in Stowe MS 370 fol 43,

asking the Lords for advice on guarding the King, may have been
suspiciously worded, but the Lords did not care to read between
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190
the lines. As their last letter of December 14th shows,
they
refered Dixwell 's request direct to Lord F eversham, who like
Ailesbury, no doubt "sent them a message as merited their
191
temerity".

(

01 December 15th the Peers put the finishing touches to their
re-organisation and control of the Capital.

They now had a

f ormidable force to pitch against unshaken rioters: on the outskirts,
the Duke of Grafton's Cavalry at Tilbury,

Lieutenant John Craven's

independant company at Landguard Fort, Colonel Frite's Irish
Regiment at Barnett, and at least 400, and probably 800 Scots

C
C
C

Guards at Colnebrooke, under Colonel Douglas.

In the immediate

neighbourhood, troops obedient to their orders included, the First
Regiment of Guards at Westminster, and the Earl of Craven's
Second Regiment of .Guards alongside them, the "seaven Companies
of Sir Charles Carney's Regiment", and Lord Lucas' company, with
Sir Henry Shere's impressive artillery train in the Tower, and
three troops of Colonel Slingsby's Cavalry at Holbourn, not to
mention names which crop up briefly, like Colonel Hales' s Regiment
192
of Foot.
There was "one company and a half upon ye guard at

(

St. James', two companies at the Tilt Yard, two at Scotland Yard',

(

two at the Savoy, three at Somerset House and two at the Mews".

{

Nevertheless order had not been restored.

(

l
(_

(_

l
l

The cavalry at Hol bourn

had to be sent to Leicester Square ('Fields'), and to Southampton
Square to patrol i.nto Bloomsbury all day before urgent messages

68

ceased to flow in from the residents of Great Russel Street.

193

Evidently if there were not soldiers, let alone militia, in the
immediate vicinity, the rabble emerged.

London was

a

city under

occupation.
The Peers spent their last afternoon, considering some of the
foreseeable effects of recent events.

('

c..

In order to stop Tyrconnel

/ realising�the extent of the crisis, and 9a_using trouble in Ireland,
they stopped the Foreign Posts, and spent a long time signing
orders to all the major ports to put a temporary embargo on
194
shipping.

At last they had time to indulge their interest in the

case of Lord Jeffreys.

Because it still was not safe to try to

transport him from the Tower to VVhitehall, three Feers were sent
195
to interview him where he was.
They were to find out why he
had not fled the country earlier, and what had happened to the
Great Seal, the Writs for a Parliament, and for the Sheriffs
for the New Year.

Suggestions that this was the real reason that

the Peers had convened to start with, to lay their hands on at least
some of the Parliamentary Writs and ensure a qu i:::k election,
seem ill-informed.

(

Halifax, Nottingham and Godolphin were all

present at Hungerford on December 8th when the Prince of
Orange overruled the camp's vote to supercede James's Vvrits for
196
an early Parliament.
Consequently their Lordships knew that

l
(

Parliament would be called as soon as possible, and were not
rushing against time to hold elections before the VVhigs could stall
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C

Parliament while they used t heir imminent pat ronage to gain seats.
This explains why .Jeffreys was left in the Tower for three days
unquestioned.

When they did finally ask him,

they

drew a blank.

His statement, and their. own simultaneous cross examination of
two

other wi tnesses, agreed that .Jeffreys had handed the seal back

to

the King on Saturday December 8th "before the Cabinet Councill
197
satt ",
and that he sent the Writs, all sealed, the following day.
However, this told the Lords what they needed to know: behind his facade of
t
normality, .James had b�en. planning not only to flee, but t o sabotage
the constit utional system.

These were not acts of blind panic in

the middle of a long night, but well-laid plans.

For some Peers the

decision about where their loyalties lay must have been considerably
simplified.
A t 6 p.m. Thomas Lay brought a let ter from Lord Middleton.

(

C

It demonst rates how individu2.l Lords' recent loyalties to t he Council
would now be dissolved by c,\der and deeper ones.

1--aversham, Dec. 15th
halfe an hour after Seaven
in the morning.

(

C
M y Lords,

(

l
l
L

ps
In obedience to your Lo
commands I am to acquant
you, that att our arrival here, vv·ee found his Maty very
well in his health, & the Rabble appeased, and by his command
I am to tell you that he setts out from hence this morning, 198
and lyes att Rochester, and tomorrow wi.11 be att Whitehall
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The researcher now feels the pull of events beyond this dissertation's terms of reference.

VVhat happened when the Council

split up? James returned to London and held a last Privy Council.
Preston, Middleton, Godolphin, Hamilton, Berkeley,
100

Mulgrave and Titus attended.

(
(

C

Craven,

Halifax, Clarendon and Titus went

200
to Windsor, so Colonel Titus must have ridden hard to be present
I
again in London for -the Meeting on the 17th. Ol the evening of

the 17th, Halifax returned to London leading a delegation from
201
William asking the King to withdraw to Ham House, and accompanied
by several thousand Dutch guards who occupied St. James's during
202
the first hours of the 18th.
By midday James was returning to
203
Rochester.
During his last days in London James had been so
surrounded by catholics, that he lost much of the sympathy which

(

204
his absence had won him.

(

205
is better told elsewhere.

C

l

But the tale of how James was deposed

, I

�
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101.

(Ibid.)
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(Stowe MS fol •

103.
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(Luttrell Vol. I pp. 484).
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(Stowe 370 fol. 8).
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(
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Miller: HJX IV
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142.
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'Mahuscript Evaluation'.
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(Clar. Corr. Vol. II pp. 222).
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197.

(Dunlop MS pp. 24).
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198.

(Stowe MS fol. 40).
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199.

(G.H . .Jones pp. 236).
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200.
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201.
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202.

(Ballard MS 45 fol. 21 ).

203.
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CONCLUSION

Now

we must grasp the nettle of speculation with both hands.

V'vhat would have happened if there had been no Council of Peers?
V'vhat if -James had never summoned the • Peers that morning, and
if Bishop Turner had shied from sending ou.t his •�great many
billets"?

V'vhat if, on returning from Hungerford to find St. -.Ja.mes' s
I (

abandoned,\ Halifax, Nottingham, and Godolphin had shrugged
and retraced their steps?

-James would still have been stopped

by the boatmen of Faversham.
out the Militia.

Lord Craven would have called

The artillery train would still have arrived.

But those who would argw,e that the Revolution was destined to
follow its smooth channel even without the Peers must reconcile
a few events which equally would have gone ahead regardless.

f

U(h;, / l

'• / r.,,

I

l •

I

,;\

I�

The Militia still would have stood by until it was too late, and
then been demoralised and defeated. And V'villiam of Orange would
still have been

too far away to help them for days.

In Chester such a governmental vacuum, albeit on a smaller
a less compounded scale, barely escaped imploding violently.

(_
(
(
(_
(_
(

l
l

Two rival authorities presented themselves, the ma:yor and the
military governor, and "there was like to be a great disturbance
1
between" then7.

The same could have happened in London.

The

citizens and the soldiers both bowed to the Peers, but which would
have backed down to the other?

Bevil Skelton was st J.ll fresh to

84

post i.n the Tower,

hi.s

and Mayor Chapman showed when

.Jeffreys kissed hi.s hand, that he was no pillar of self-confidence
ei.ther.
here.

A petty feud over the keys to the Tower was i.n the offing
More probable still was a row between the Colonels

and the Aldermen.

(

All the Ci.ty's tradi.ti.ons cri.ed out agai.nst

the subordi.nati.on of the Mi.li.ti.a to the regulars, and the quartering
of soldiers wi.thi.n i.ts walls.

And as for letting the Colonels loose

wi.th cannon ••• u nti.l i.t was too late,
have seemed sli.ght i.n comparison.

the threat of the mob would

In Chester the mayor had

won, and order had been maintained.

But where there was a

major rabble, a mayor would stand for li.ttle.
mystique of hereditary nobi.l ity, and aga i.nst

He had none of the
hi.m he had the

accumulated grudges of all who had brushed wi.th the Guilds or

C
(

the Magi.strates.

This was shown in Portmouth, where the mayor

3
fled on board shi.p after bei.ng threatened with bei.ng boiled.
If London had been looted at lei.sure, the disbanded troops
would not have been paid.

Not only would the money be gone,

but the bureaucracy to handle i.t too.
of food.

(.

Troops would have run out

Would there have been a real 'Iri.sh Ni.ght' when the starving

army descended on the Capital?

Probably not, but they would have

been a new and desperate force among the flagging looters when

C

they arrived.

Even wi.th the Peers present, there were disbanded

4
soldiers "who joi.ned and encouraged the rabble i.n thei.r mi.schi.ef".

(

(_

The real signi.fi.cance of not being able to pay the troops would

85

only have emerged when William arrived.

Desperately short of

5
cash, he drained the Treasury to pay his many mercenaries. How
would he have paid them if he had marched on London to find
6
Let us say simply that the money
nothing but "fire and blood"?
would have been found, even though he might need to change
his constitutional position, by invoking Right of Conquest.

C

London would probably have reacted ba dly to a muscular
foreign occupation.

It was only fourteen years since the last Dutch

war·, and twenty-one since the Medway fiasco, and this gave

C

C
(

considerable scope for friction.

Moreover, as \/Vi.1 liam showed

by entering London through Hyde Park to avoid the welcoming
7
crowds,

he set little store by what the masses felt.

Had there

been no Council of Peers it is possible t hat London would have been

(

the rotten apple amongst the Prince of Orange's acquisitions in

C

England.

C

effort which his Dutch opposition had predicted.

In which case England might have been the waste of

Doubtless Soviet historians insist that if the rabble had been

C

given its head for a few days it would have thrown up a leader and
far-reaching political grievancies; perhaps even dictated terms
to the captive James or the alien Prince Wi.1 li.am.

According to

C

this theory the Council of Peers was a classic exercise in social

(

control,

9
what Hill deliciously calls "the maintenance of social

subordination".

(.

However it took modern historians to perceive it.

86

There is no evidence that the mob were voicing a class grievance
Indeed one doubts whether the late - C. 17 London

by rioting.

/I Cl.

.,)

I

rabble makes the grade as a Proleteriate at all.
politics among

If there was any

them, it was a blind support of William on religious

grounds, and even that grew a little tenuoL!s by the time the underworld were organising the looting, and "common thieves . • . set

(

10
the boys to work first".
an emotive place.

Miller

Even at the best of times London was
11

cites the case in 1683 of an attempt

to introduce bullfighting to the Capi'tal.

C
(

The bull failed to fight

and the angry crowd pulled down the arena and carried off the
bull.

Rioting did not indicate awareness of social repression,

'

")

but was simply a sympton of that repression, a desire to relieve

(

the dangers and monotonies of every-day life, an indulgence in
religion, "the opium •.. of the people", not a recognition of religion

(

as a weapon of social control.
Behind the idea that the hurried formation of a Council of

(
(

Peers was an aristocratic plot to protect class interest, one
detects more substantial arguments.

It might be said that the Peers

concern about the rioting until it began to affect them

(

showed no

(

and their class; that they made their stand in the heart of the

(

wealthiest suburb, that they would not have fought so doggedly

(

over Smithfield or Southwarke.
Chairman of the Council,

(

(_
(_,

L

It could be pointed out that the

Halifax, was the man with the most

family connections on it, (a cousin, Viscount Weymouth; a son-in-law,

87

Lord Vaughan Carberry; and a future son-in-law, whose previous
12
marriage he had arranged, the Earl of Nottingham; all wellconnected men). Remarks might also be made on the protection

(
(

offered to Catholics .and Protestants, Whigs and Tories alike, so
13
long as they were of superior rank.
However there is no proof that the Peers were plotting social
control when they convened, indeed their actions on the first day

C

patently disprove this, for they made a minimum of moves to
secure the Capital from eruption.

(
(

C

If there was a plot when they

convened, it was among the Lambeth group, for a loyalist countercoup, but this was shown to be impractical from the very first,
when common sense dictated they order the forces opposing the
Prince of Orange to disengage and retreat to some distant quarter,
to prevent bloodshed.

On the question of the Peers only moving

(

to crush the people when their own rich houses were attacked, I

(

would reply that, had they sat all night, they would doubtless have
counter-attacked much sooner.

(
(

Convening as they did at ten o'clock

in the morning, they carried the battle to where the mob then was,
which happened to be St. James's Square.

Strategically it was

a good place to make a stand, being where the mob was furthest
from home, and offering the unlootable St. James's Park to fall

(.

back on and regroup from if necessary.

(

Halifax was Chairman thanks to his connections in the old-boy-network

(

is equally doubtful.

l

The accusation that

He may have had plenty of contacts, but that

88

would not have helped him by-pass an Archbishop and two Dukes for

of 'i

(

the honour.

(

Halifax won his place as Chairman on merit.

14
his enemies admitted it.

(
(

Even

Indeed of all the political writers at·

those meetings, only Halifax shines out as well-known today,
and that is despite a predominant period of mis-representation
and criticism in the past two centuries.
The point about the old-boy-network protecting its kith and kin,
strikes at the heart of the debate about our interpretation of the
Council.

(
(

The elitism apparent in the Council's assistance is due

to the failings of a system forced by lack of technology to rely
heavily on personal contacts and word of mouth.

Indeed the power

of the spoken word in 1688 frightens the researcher today.

C

Ole is

stunned that all Denmark could be under the impression that King
15
James had died of a nosebleed at Faversham, because one man had

(

overheard the tale in Holland.

(

Council is not the unity it showed against other classes, but the

The important feature of the

fact that it showed any unity at all.

In an aristocracy with many

16
bitter internal feuds, notably between Rochester and Halifax, it
(_

is surprising to find so many Peers agreeing to anything, let alone
continuing to do so for five days.

The crisis was so grave and

(

the opportunities for friction so widespread, that the Council simply

(

aimed at smoothing, lubricating, and mediating everything it came

(

across.

(
(_

l

The ambassadorial respect affords a fine example.

was full of diplomats,

England

likeM. LaNeuville, w hom Ailesbury met

89

17

on the road to Canterbury,

come

"to compliment the King and

Queen on the birth of the Prince of VVales", on behalf of King Sobjoski
of Poland.

To be seen by the world condoning attacks on diplomats

is, in

age, a quick recipe for international disrepute, and

any

even talk of war from the insulted homeland.

By putting foreign

political and economic links before religion, the Peers reflected

(

the contemporary growth of mercantilism, in which lay England's

(

destiny beyond the seas.

Similarly advance was the toleration

revealed by the assistance which the Peers gave the Papal Nuncio,

(

d'Adda,

(

to escape.

D'Adda had taken refuge among the retinue

of the Envoy of Savoy, which was seized by the gentlemen of
Kent on the Peers' order of the 11 th to stop all suspicious persons
trying to leave the Country.
of the problem
18
of the Retinue.

01 the 15th their Lordships heard

and dispatched a special warrant for the release
"By this they prevented an accident that

would have made an ill impression at that time upon all the Prince's
confederates of the Roman

(
(

(_

that sections of

Will i.am's

19
Catholi c Religion",
army were cathol i.e.

In their deal i.ngs with
the news of the crisis from

a timely reminder

the army, in their attempt to keep

the ears of Tyrconnel in Ireland,

a.d

l

in their unbiased handling of James's return, the Council like-

(

wise showed a true "Trimmer" character.
the

As such they were, perhaps,

20
finest vindication of Halifax's cynical political philosophy.

If their aims were to make an abnormal situation look normal,
then their very obscurity is the best measure of their success.

(_

L
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No doubt Halifax would merely laugh to see historians shrug when
reading loyal Ailesbury's outburst to King James:

"Give me leave

to tell your Majesty that your going away without leaving a
Commission of Regency, but for our care the City of London might
21
have been in ashes".
been his intention.

(
(

(

(
(

(

l

(.
(,

But -James did not laugh; for that had
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FOOTNOTES TO CONCLUSION

(

1•

(HMC XII pt. 7 pp. 229)

2.

(Luttrell Vol. I pp. 479 ).

3.

(HMC XI pt. 5 pp. 234)

4.

(Ibi.d. pp. 233).

5.

£35,000 drawn in just over a week�
Books Vol. VIII pt. V pp 2140-1,

See Cal. of Treas.
and 2143.

6.

(HMC XV pt. 1 pp.

7.

(Burnet Vol. III pp. 358).

8.

Two are listed by Sachse i.n JBS IV pp. 23.

9.

(C. Hill:

10.

Sachse: JBS IV pp. 35 quotes the autobiography of Si.r John

135).

'The Century of Revolution'. London,

1972 pp. 210).

Branston pp. 340.

12.

HJ XVI pp. 665). Population of London x2 i.n 50 years
to 1 million by 1688.
(HMC Fi.nch II pp. 16-17).

13.

Those recei.vi.ng passes included Lord Carrington (Dunlop MS

11.

(Miller:

pp. 20) Lady Audley's coaches (Ibid.), Lord Arundel and his
family to escape abroad (Ibi.d. pp. 17), Lady Sussex, one
of Charles II's daughters (Ibi.d.), Lady Baltimore and her
daughter (Ibi.d. pp. 9), and the Earl of Seaforth and hi.s
family (Stowe MS fol. 33).
14.

(

l
(_

(Mulgrave Vol. II pp. 72). The suggestion that he was appointed
by Prince Wi.lli.am i.s highly improbable si.nce the invader di.d
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not hear of -James's flight until the following day.
15.

(HMC VII pp. 422).

Gabriel de Sylviens to Mr. Tempest,

December 29th.

C

16.

The latest erreuption had been as recent as November 18th,
over the petition to -James to summon a Parliament.
Horwitz pp. 57 quotes Cla.

17.

0 ilesbury Vol. I pp. 203).

18.

(Dunlop MS pp. 21).

19.

(Mulgrave Vol. II pp. 69).

20.

Halifax's "Character of a Trimmer" written in 1684 is a

,(

manifesto of the balance between freedom and law and order,

(

exclusion and religious toleration.
21.

C

(._

L

Corr. Vol. II pp. 202-3.

(l>.ilesbury: Vol. I

pp. 209).

